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A BILL TO TEACH THE PRINCIPLES OF
CITIZENSHIP AND ETHICS

A
TUESDAY, APIilLy, 1979

HOUSE OP liEPRICSENTATIVICS,
SURCOMMrrrEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,
, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

COMMIT= ON EDUCATION AND LABOR, i

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at'2 p.m., in room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Building, on. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Represetdativ -Perkins, Miller, and Goodling.
Chairman PERKINS. The subcommittee will come to order.
The Subcommittee on Elementary,,-Secondary and Vocational

Eaucatiop is conducting a hearing etwray on 11.11. 123, a bill to.
provide Federal grants to assist elementary and secondary schools
to carry on programs ta teach the principles of citizenship and
ethics. 1 .

I would like to esthmend Congtessman Itennett, the author of this ..

legislation, for his long-standing interest in education and the
improvement Of our schools. I know that he has 'been concerned
about the need for citizenship and ethics education for several
years, and I am pledged that the subcommittee was able to schedule
this hearing on Mr. Uennett's bill at this time.

As I understand the legislat'on, it would uthorize $5 million per
year through fiscal year 1981, for grant to state educational
agencies to set up programs of citizenship arid ethics education. The
nature and content of these courses would left up to the states.

[The complete text of /1.R. 123 follows:1
(I) i ..

5
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2

. R. 123 /

To provide Federal grants to assist elementary and secondary schools to early ent
programs to teach the citizenship and ethics.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Jiolukay 15, 1979
fir. &mom introduled the following bilk which was referred to the Committee

on FAucation and lebor

A BILL
To provide Federal grants to assist elementary and secondary

schools to 'carry on .programs to fteach the principles of
eitizenship and ethics.

1 Be ii enacted bU the Senate and House of Repreaenta-

2 tines of the United 'Stales of America in Contress assembled,

3 That 'title VTR of the Elementary and Sectindary Education

4 Act of 1965 is amended by adding at the end thereof 'the

5 Olowing new sectiOn:

161.
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"MARTS FOR TEACHING THE PRINCIPLES OF

2 CMS:SKIMP AND ETHICS

3 ."Sse. 813. (a) The Commissioner shall make grants to

4 State educational 'agencies to arid them in effhlishing and
t.

5 carrying out prcgrams under Which students attending public

6 elementary and secondary schools will be provided. instruc-

7 tion in the principles of citizenship .and ethics. The content

J3 and nature of such instruction shall conform to general Amid-
.

9 anis prscribed by such State agencies.

10 "(b) For the purpose of carrying out this section, there

11taItorised to be appropiated $5,000,000 for the fiscal

12 year ending September 30, 1979, and each 'of .the two KM-

13 .ceeding fiscal years.".. 1
'14 ."SRc. 2. Section 422 of We cOmeral Education Provi-

/
15 sions Act is amended by inserting after "the Elementary and

16 Secondary 'Education Act of 1965" the following: "(other

17 than section 813)%".

Chairman PERKINS. I am delighted, Congressman Bennett, that
you are here, and we welcome you to come around snd be seated
and go ahead in any Mariner that you prefer.

4

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. BRNNETr, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN.CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

.

Mr. BEMNKrr. I do have a list of witnesses, which I will give to
your secretary, if they can be, called ad seriatim. 6 -

First of all. I want to thank you and the committee to be present
and testify for this bill. Three witnesses had hoped to be heKr, and
could not make it. I ask your consent that the statement of thetie
three, Reverend Jessie Jackson, Reverend Norman Vincent Peale._
and business leader W. Clement Storie be allowed to be includedIn
the record.

Chairman PERKINS. Withpitt objection. all the statements will be
inserted in the record.

410.
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[The statements referred to above follow:
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Last year, 19000 young men and women received that high echoed -Melones
functimally ilLIterate. tf d'Os is proiecped into the omit century nearly 7 mitten
American young people will hese received the credentials of completing high
school, yet be trapped in the alienable position of being unable to fixation
effectively as citizen. In other wort*, a grebe the sire of the populaden of the 7
county metropolitan area of Chicago.

There is no van Mae nation can imam or absorb the burden of dependency and
pathology imierlyieg those proiecGons and remain a viable imam in the world
Thus, them hearingt tee weinsme.

Ow scimoft must become centers of education and not merely academic emission
centers. if that is to occur, edocatlan bear upon sound basic principles
encompassed in high expectations -- is the only meaningful option.

We believe cm children can learn -- that it is not their genes that mint be altered,
it ie their agenda.

We believe Hie they must learn it I. imperative. We ire behindlie must catch
up. There is one black phisician for every 1,000 persons against the reetelof one
white physician for every MA white persons; one black attorney for 5,500
black persons. Blacks me fewer than Ift of the arditecteand agateers and 2% of
the practicing chemists. In the city a Chicago ew preeently claim fewer Mat*
doctors now, than we did thirty years ago.

Ow program; PUMI for Excellence. is premised upow the view that parents,
community leaders, religious and business tinders must become Medved in
education of our children. S. Urge parents to establish relationship with their
children's teachert to pack pp their children's report cards and to become active In
PTA or PTSA activities.

ee lam businesses to adopt PUSH-EXCEL ichoes by providing the incentives of
employment, C.****.f cm/teeing and scholardips fordhe students in those schools.

Out the core responsibility is the students'. Fkat, to pmmit hie attendance and
attention to trim* to undertake homeworiu to study a minimum of two to gree
hours per night without interference frorn TY, radio or telephone. The student, a
other wards. mtnt have the willingness to discipline himaelt co herself since we
believe that the laws di comenienre teed to maw,: the laws of sacra Ice lewd to
development arid cohesive growth aa per sons.

(*twation plow. will no doubt see reason. to apply tee grants under the program
incorporated in this lggidation. For wee than acadeink training, we we
concerned that certain values are imported We maintain that we are educating
not mesas alone, but persons. We imow that the death of ethics is die sabotage ol
excellence.

At least two Fthics ci
the Klee of challengs
cheap theilk. which

Media conferences have been sponsored by Mai with
media to !smart sninethang other than violence, see and

rather than civilize Our yell*.

dun !litmus and other to( hou s I resources made availabie through this legislation.
we intend to keep actis attan before the path, as a national priority, deserving
mice that, the mien', SY billion no* aiimted tor it. TO this end, re make this
statement it/ soppeet and asst..* rws va,trf,. d efforts tei make Mt a reality.
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The Honorable Charles F. !Sennett
U.S. House of Representative'
Washington. D.C. £0114

Dear Congreesman Bennett:

41

*a...DO reeler*...Lys Nit
swIeni-CMWOBSr..I. reilMM

'toy f incerely thank you for your /filiation to testify before
Congressman Carl Per es mmittes on Education and
Labor on.the afternoon of April f4, PEN. t,whiih time the Committee
will hear your 11111 on the tea. lung of the prin. iple of iitisenhip and

tho a.

Unfortunately, it i emperative that I leave Wshington, D.C.. hortly
fter my morning testimony before the Senate Government Affair.
SubComituttee 'hearing pit the Congresional Award For Youth.
S. 2/1. It La neceseary for Me to be in Panama atty. elortda hi
participate in posits*. meats! attitude IPMAl program ;hit h hati
been scheduled tor many month*. The value of thi program to the
estimated 1,500 persons who will attend will be:yudged bithe
to be achieved Mt the attendee"' from my efforts te. instruct end
motivatt them to teern how to use psychological print ipie itt achieving
their deotrable goals. .

' Re. suss I shall Rot perentielly he present.. I %Snell to tIce advantage
of your auggesttoo to enter my rema.rks tato the hearing rea ord.
Mrs. Stone. I and the W. Clement & Jete V. Stone. Foundition have
for many year developed and supported programs for the tea. hang
of! .itiserortvp. etho I. honesty, integrity. personal initttive, sell
discipline, spiritual valueii. the work ethl., the free ,entivorise
eytem, voiuntary a. lion, goalsoJeaderytup by esainple
end something more ... that which we Or nut previously tAht until
I an4 a few other got involved how to re. ugnire. relate. siornilate
and apPty pep al prim &plea to i hieve say goal that doesn't
violate the Laws of God or the right of one's frowmen through
learning and applying the art of self ro4;tLastion and how to motivate
others to desirble goals.

4111111111111111=1711111111MIIIMIRI.;

45-993 79 I t

I.

..
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Inc Honorable Charles E. Bennett
April ZI, lq7')
Page e.

`s.

We have broken the harriers in elementary amt high s, its. vIlegt.s
and iiiiivet'siiie iii Amen, a and. to some derree, those on every
continent of the world. Edutators arid youth leaders have. been
trained and motivated toemploy our techniques; In penak, institutions,
we have been able to motivate inmates 'la/ learn how to midavatt
themselves at will to het oni. del rut, fine itazt.ns. We have .

rdut ed ret stilt/ism iii Iti";, mong the tens thousands with whom
we have worked during the last ZO years.

In the Chiago ltoys Clubs, we have proved that, regaraness of what
urimes the boys oninutted before buttoning mennkt4s or:pow on
desirable their home environment might have been, they iitoild be
motivated to het ome good t itiz,ens and something more Many
potential high St hotil drop-wits at ge It. in Illinois have been midi -
vattid to motivate themselves to bet moe good students, and some

t'seveNext llent s. holars.

Thri .gh the Positive Mental Attitude philosophy, the disadvantaged
have lea riled how in miitivate themselves to high afiChievement by;,
getting oft relief and obtaining employment and keeping their jobs,.
In working wi(h Dr. S. I. Ilayakawa at San Vr;int itvit Stte, fl was.;
proven that women on relief -- some for many years - learned to
nit ivate themselves to gain the net essary nowItesige and skill to
apily for and .thtain desirable positions. As high as '5`14:. have gotten

\Job At a rennin!) a our first' t lass afttr rftir yell1s, ver
wi'th the same

it

hig
ials learnine,

t

inipcrativtg,

attint.:, the atIt'evetitelitt, were doe to the itult-
, and at noilly motivating themselves to a«pore

ati,. ethi al standa rtl-; rid . vttod itt zers,hip,
tun entrate nit prrvention of the undesirable -4

rather than only nfl Ire. I hefetore. we Wrist re, ogryze and meet
the need tor ethi, al .1pd itizensttip etim *Amu in the formative stages

intellet Mal nd etindion.itl tfeveliipmen ,,,,, the elementary and
e, "whir.? hirrtt- rather than wait ii, treat the fitness if

reliart,

lir . A 11,, .1 his i.r, Cli I Itir watt!
.... I, I %%ell I, fl.at .0 tither, tr,1 itfizi

lotv .1 .5 let,e .0..ith tom atol add It--pfaysr

alt

0

LI
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The !ignorable Cliarles E.
April 21. 1979
Page 3

llennett

that the values inherent in the.Golden Ride hi 'into littlr as
you would have others do unto you and don't do onto'others what
you would not have others do gnu) yeni -- will he instilled in the
hearts arid minds of t those who Will be part of sttaping a better
tornorroltv respons to Filizenship dud 'ethli al traoung
ekrnentary and saco schools. Let's keep in mind that there
is nOthing in the Cc,r1titiitoi which prevents the teat lung of,charai ter;
hondlity:' integrity avid all" qualities that ,develop good citizens.

ipliment u for the dedication, time tild effort you have devold
ard the ij nciples your hill. IL it. 141, embodies.

A

40^.

a.

1
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Congzessnun 61Lles E. Bennett
House of Representatives
Washington, Cl.tC., 20515

' Dear Congressman Bennettt

It is with regrelethat I muet tell you that I will be ia
Europe criAmil 24, and therefore cannot enioy the privilege
of attandits the neetAng of the House, EdWrstion and Labor
COmmittee ibbeduled for that date.

It,yould iv an honor ho appear before the distinauished
near= of the COsmittee and a privilege to support your
bill, H.R. 128.

All sturlents of history know, of course, thht the American
system was based at the outlet upon the meal and ethiaml
principles established by cur forefathers. It stands to
reason that a system of graterntasnt thus based mina*
continue 'forever unless the foundation °Inertia and ethic*
is strengthened from generation to generation.

A

\

4, 1979
)

Your bill, therefore, ip my opinion in a very statesmanlike
and timely effort to give new meaning to the moral and'
ethical Principle moon which our Country has developed.

As 1 rnad the bill, it aeema to me that it provides through
=ncurricula and teaching aids to enhance the principles.
en:ship( and ethics.

It is my sincere hope that the distinguished COmmittee will
approve the bill and ihat it will be adopted by the Ctogress.

With admired= of your leadership and with a

prayersthat God trey bless you day all. the way. I ae

cordially yours,

NVP :DV
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BENNirrr. I also.aslf that my entire remar-- be printed, an-
that I be allowed le read portions, in order to conserve your time.
'Chairman PERKINS. Withqut objection. -

[The prepared statement of Iltr. Charles E. Bennett follows]

.
STATEMENT Of CONGRESSMAI CHARLES E. BENNETT

1,FORt SuBCOMNITTEE ON EiEMENTARY. SECONDARY RCI - -

/VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, Of THE NOUSE.COMNITTEE . , .

ON-EDUCATION AND LABOR
. .............-,---)

.

h : 4. .

Apf1b24. 1979
.

le

.

I ailhere-to testify on behalf of my biil, H.R. 123 to p ilk for

federal grants to be madel.by the U.S. Comaissioner of EduatIon to State

4M
educational agencies to assist them in establishing and brrying out programs

under which stdRents in elemegtary and secondary school1 will be prOVided

4
instruction in citizenship and ethics.

The legislation leaves up to the state agencies the content and

nature of the instruction.

I strongly encourage the committee to ipprove this legislation. It

gives an important thrust to meet an tmPOrtsnt need in education; and leaves

the amthods and content under the control of local authorities. No massive

bureaucracy Is either established or'encoucaged.
4

You have heard or read about the rite in youth crime in haerici. The

problem.is growing end it is not limited to any particular part of the

4...country or any one economic group.
.Crimes are being committed by young

people from rich neighborhoods as well as poor. small towns as well as

big cities.and rual arras as well a/ suburbs,

Arrest statistics from:the Justice Department indicate that juveniles

account for a dispnoportionat hare of police arres.ts nationally. In 1977

persons under IH in our 'ount oted for 4l". of the arre,,tc for

serious crimes. although that age group (minus those under 10) was but 15%

of the population.
-



Arrest ricords also indicate t t verifies are becoming increasingly

involved in violent crimes including rder, rape, robbery and aggravated

assault. Statistics show a 293% incites & uvenile arrests for suZh

crimes between 1960 and 191 5 !le such arrest for adujts rose by half'
.

that or 130% in the-same intimated t one out of every six

dbys will be,brougfit to court before his 18th birthda for other than a .

minor titter such as a traffic offense.

Youth crime has spilled'Over to the schools wihere vandapsm costs the

natton's public schciols nearly 600 million dolldrs per year. In addition.

thereare neart 70,0100 as9aults on teachers each year. Rut as serious as

all of these crIi statistics are, they are only symptoms of an illness

that is afflicting our 'Owls and our society -- and'that illness Is a lack

of knowledge of and lack of practice of the principles k good citizenship

in our Opmocracy.

1,..kie4/e that thi-s deterioration is due in large part to the failure

our schools toiprovide aim adequate education in the Tied of good

citizeilship and what it means to our society and to eachslif us d vidually.

This failure by Ahe schools -- at a %line when faMilY life is bei'Oming

increasingly fragmented is giving us a mew generatihn of Americans no

longer guided by the ethical principles that have made our nation great.

:Our cditure, like, that of other civilizations. is built upon widely

accepted behavioral values. Although values of our cuitdre mey.vary somewhat

from individual to individuallthere are certain basic and accepted values

in America. 'One of the most crifikal factors in the survival of any

vciety has always been its ability jo transmit etfe(tively its carefully

i4 e
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acieved values to each succeeding'generation. fore, it becomee.

Mesponsibility of our American schools to educate our children about our

values -- an obligation which is share0 with the home, church, the

,

comeunityfand its vari.ous agencies.

However. in recent years the schools have failed in this task. This

failu.re caseated rekently.by the Police Chief .0 Montgomery County. Mailland

- a rich WashrihilConAahurb wpich has had'its share of youth crime. The

Chief sai "MUchsof the crime problem cAn be traced to the breakdown of

fami-ly life, although' laXity in the churches4 cairts and other public

a
institutions -- particularly the public schools systen -- have contributed

to a disrevect for authority and the rights of others, which leads to

crimical behavior."

Our schools were not always devoid of instruction in marals and values.

The Thanes Jefferson Research Center. a nonprofit"inStitution that studies

America's social.problems, recently issued a report which shows that theill

Amer:ican system of education used to put much emphasis'on morals and etitics.

The Center found that before 177i, religion and morals accounted for more

than 90% of the content of school 'feeders. In 1926, the figure had dropped

to onl 6% and today the percentage is almost nonexistent. .

ki
ling blow against the teec CHing o values in public schools cameden the Supr,eale Court ruled that die first amendient prohibit%

prayer' In public schopls.- it was not just diat a prayer once a day had been

or could be a very hard sell tor morality; but more that there was an

overeeaction by school boards to the Supreme trilurt ruling by the discontinuing

of teaching of ethics: standards and value:, they fearing thaf such teaching

would be cow, deted itictrattion.. fhic ot (outse i% not 4Ie (ace.
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T14 courts in no way outlawed)in§truction in standards -- only 011igious

instruction.

The Thmmas Jefferlson Research Center's.Dr. Benjamin D. Mood said of

the overraction by the satools to the qpreme Court ruling: "The laeentable

disengagement of American education from its indispensable ii'le inthe

. moral, ethical realm arose from a grievotisly.erroneous interpretation of

the wise separatioe of church end-state, which error in turn grew out of
. ,

an older and unfortunately still widely accepted error of confucing morality

t
and ethics with one or anOther specific ecclesiastical affiliation."

/

Although I never felt that allowing prayer in public schools should

be objectionable to anyone. I also never felt it was all lhat is needed to

meet today's needs of moral and ethical iristruction. I agree with the courts

that the teaching of religious beliefs is not the responsibility of our

publiA schools. The teaching of religion is the responsibility of the

hone ahd churCh under our Constitution. 'However, the teaching and developing

\.of proper standaAgs of behavior can and should be undertakerby our public ,

Achools% as Jong as the" instruction steers clear of doctrines of refigion,

Wiicti is not a complicated thing to do. .

1 Our American way of life is based on the supreme worth and dignity o

on

f

he human being. It is ly as we are iree to discover the truth and have
,(#

the will to follow it that we may realize our full stature as worthy heirs of

the great American heritage. The basic ethical principle which underlies

this ideal of freedom isan understanding of and a concern for the needs

and feelings of others amd the disciplining of our energies in a_constructive.

not destructive, manner. , It follows that instruction in citizenship.

6
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rernsibilities and ethics is vitally needed in our schools today.

Dr. Albgrt Schwettzer once gave a clear definition of ethics everyone

can agree upon: "In a general sense, ethics is, the name we give to our

concern for good behavior. We feel'ain obligation to consider not only our

,

own personal well-being, tiut alsd, that ef others and of human'society as

a whole.li
.m

It is more difficeit:for a child 4n develop clear knowledge of citizen-

74,

shit, responsibilities todatthan it was in former times. Such values Ad
tO be obtaineelargely in the.family unit; but the instability that has

crept into family life in recent years is dramatic and frightening.

Fewer and fewer children are being raised in the traditional family

se tting. Recent surveys indicate that 30% of all children under six years

of age have just one parent or no parents at.all. Otte out of every three

marriages is ending in divorce. Also an increasing number of couples are

living together with no plan of being ferried.

At a time wMen mass communications have bridged the gap between the

family and the outside world, these coqmonications have created a gap between

parents and children by their dominant role in the home.

There have been several dynamic changes-in our society during the list

100 years that have rent (he fabric Of our social stability. We hawe gone

frmn a rural, closed. limited-education and.religious society to an urban.

mobile. well-educated and secular society. In addition.'we have progressed

from a land of scarcity to a land of a abundance. Clkurch attendance.

helpful to millions of youngsters in the past, is no longer a customary way

nf life to millions -- yes to millions of the youngsters who need it most

to be Ond citizens.

7."

4,, 111 /1 1
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Changes which have occurred Ille shaken America's value system and led

to an inc4ase in instability in our society. Such as growing crime and drug

addiction. Cride is accelerating among the youth of our country. And the

drug and alcohol cultures have filtered down to our secondary and even

our grade schools.
.

.

America is in the process of bringing up a generation illiterate in
,

good ciI,zenship. The.crisis is real. The statittiCC on youthful crime

prove i . This trend can be reversed through proper eduCational prograls
! 4

*

in our schools; ana that's what py bill attempts to accomplish. lf we

don't find an answer to this problem our country will be defeated from

within. As Edmund Burke said in the days of the American Revolution:

"Tell me what are the prevailing sentiments that occupy the minds of

your young men. and I. will tell you what is to be the character of the next

generation."

0
The home and the church can no longer be solely relied upon. Today they

are least available where most needed. These institutions today are no longer

equipped to handle tt* job without help from our schools. Those children
a

who are most in need of instruction ace getting it least.

A recent poll by George Gallup shows tbat the American public is over-

whelmingly in favor of introducing instriactiOn in morals and moral behavior

into the nation's public schools. Gallup polled 1.518 adults with the

question: "Would you favor or oppose instruction in the schools that would

deal with morals and moral behavior?" The survey found that 19/ of those

interviewed supported such instruction while only lArere opposed. two-

thirds of those surveyed also believed that people today do not lead lives

that are as honect and moral 4s.prople in the past.

1 8 1
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It should be noted that the bill before you today-relates to the teach-

ing of .",gitizensilip and ethics", utich can be clearly justified on

constitutional grounds. There might be some constitutional controversy
. .

about teaching morality as approved in the Gallup Poll although I believe

the teaching of morality would be clearly.constitutional. Certainly Iliere

can be no question that the bill,before you is constitutional, limited as

tt is to teaching citzenship and ethics..

It ii vitelly important to the future of Aberica that young people

not only know about the herttage of America in standards, principles

and behavior, but also learn to formulate their own vatues in an open

la

acade momic atsphere where free dis ssion may improve aid stnengthen our

culture and.perhaps our.chances to survival.

4E0

I believe my bill will help to accomplish this and can help our country

to improve our chances for a happy and secure future. I urge this

committee to approve.it.

Mr. Br.NbrsTr. I am here to testify on behalf' of my bill, H.R. 123,
to provide, as the chairmar has said, for Federal grants made by
the U.S. Commissioner of Education to State educational agencies.
The legislation leaves up.to the States the content and nature of the
instruction in citizenship and ethics.

I strongly urge the committee to approve this legislation to meet
an important.need in education. It leaves the methods and content
under the control of lpcal educational agencies. No massive bu-
reaucracy is either established or encouraged.

You have heard or read about the rise in youth crime in America.
The problem is growing and it is not limited to any particular part
.of the country, or any one economic group. Crimes are being
committed by young people from' rich neighbor-hoods as well as poor.
Arrests statistics from the Justice Department indicate 'that juve-
niles account for a disproportionate share of police arrests
nationally.

In 1977, . persons under 18 in our countcy accoufited for 41 percent
of the arrests for serious crimes, althou.gh that age group, minus
those under 10, was but 15 percent of the population.

As serious as all the Crime statistics are, they are only symptoms
of an illness that is afflicting our schools and our society, and that
illness is a lack of knowledge- of, and a lack of practice of the
principles of good citizenship in ow/ democracy.

In recent years, the schools have failed in the task that is before
them. This failure wag noted recently by the police chief of Mont-,
gomery County, Md., a rich Waahtngton suburb, which has had its
share of youth crime. The chief said, and I am quoting:
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Much of the crime piyoblem can be traced to the breakdown or family life, al
laxity In the churches, courts and other public institittions, particularly the
school system, have contributed.to a disrespect for authority and the rights of others,
which leads to criminal behavior.

Out- schools were not.always devoid of instruction in morals and
values. The Thomas Jefferson Research Center, a nonprofit institu-
tion diat studies/ American social piems, recently,. issued a
report whieb shows that the American sytem of education used to
put much einphasis upon morals alid ethics. The center found
that before 1775, religion and morals acFounted for more than .90-
percent of the content of school readers. In 1926, tly figure had..
dropped to o y 6 percent, and today the percentae is 'Almost
nonexistent

A telli blow against the teaching of values in public khoolS
came in 1 2 when the Supreme Court ruled that the first amend-
ment prohibits prayer in public schools. It was not just that a
prayer once a day had been or could be a very hard sell for
morality, but more that there-was an overreaction by school boards
to the Supreme Court ruling, by discontinuing the teaching of ethics,
standards and values. They feared that such teaching would be
considered religious instruction.

This, of course' is not the case. The sehoollwere in no way
outlawed from instruction in standtirds, only religious instraction.

The Thomas Jefferson Research Center, Dr. Benjamin Wood said,
of the overreaction of schools to the Suprethe Court ruling, and I
am quoting now:

The lamentable diaengagment of American education from its indispensable role in
the moral and ethical rea m arose from a grievously erroneous interpretation of the
wise separation of church and state, which error, in turn, grew out of an older and
unfortunately still widely accepted error of conftwing morality and ethics with one or
another specific ecclesiastical affiliation.

Our America-ft way of life i based on the supreme worth and
dignity of the human being. It &only as we are free to discover the
truth and have the will to follow it that we may realize our full
stature as worthy heirs of the American herifege.

The basic ethical principle which underlies this ideal of freedom
is an understanding of and a concern for the needs and feelirigs of
others and the disciplining of our energies in a constructive, not a
destructive manner. It follows that instruction in citizenship re-
sponsibilities and ethics is vitally needed in our schools today.

Fewer and fewer children are being reared in the traditional
farnily setting today. Recent surveys indicate that 30 percent of all
children under 6 years of age have just one parent; or no parents
at all. One out of every three marridges is ending in divorce, and
also' an increasing number of couples are living together with no
plan of being married.

Changes which have occurred have shaken America's value sys-
tem, and ledj to an increase in instability in our society, su as
growing crtthe and drug addiction. Crime has accelerated among the
youth of our country, and the drug and alcohol cultures have
filtered down to our secondary and even our grade schools.
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America is in the process of bringing up a generation of illiterates
in pod citizenship. The crisis it:real. The statistics on youthfiil

. crime prove it. This trend cad be reversed through proper educe, .
tional p 'in our schools, and that is what my bill attempts to
accomplis . If reAlon't find an answer to this problem, -our country _.

. %till be defeatecl from within.
At Edmund Burke said, in the oteys of the American Revolution,

. andl am quoting: "Tell me what are the prevailing sentiments that
occupy the minds ttf your young people, and I will tell you what is to
be the character of the next generation." . . .

.-' ' ,.The borne .and the church can no tenger be'solely relied; upon. 41.

Today they are feast available where most aieded. These iiistigu-
tions today are no longer equipped to handle the job without 'help
from our schools. Truly those children .who are most in iieed. of
instfuction are getting it least. .

li should be noted that the bill before you today relates to the
teaching of citizenship and ethics, which can. clearly be justified on
conititutional grounds. There might be some constitutional contro-

-.---- versy about teaching morality as was indicated in the Gt4llup poll,
but.it overwhelmingly shoWed the American people to be in favorof
teaching aloralit i in schools, and I believe-the teaching of- morality
is, in fact, c nititutional. .

Certainly there can be no question, that the bill before you is
constitutional, limited as it is to teaching citizenship and ethics. It
is vitally important to the future of America that young people not
only know about the heritage of American standa, and principles
of behavior, but also learn to formulate their own values in an'open

\,....... academic atmosphere where free discussion may improve and
strengthen our cultdre, aad pPrhaps our chances for survival.

I believe my bill %rill help to accomplish this, and can help our
country to improve our chances for a happy ,and secure futare. I
urge thiskcommittee to approve it.

Mr. Chalrinan, I will hand my full itatement to the reporter, and
say that the witnesses thitt will come before will be ones
who have worked in this field, who know me of ractical
`things. about it. Then we Will conclude wit Mr: Ivan Hill d Mr.
Owen Frisby who, like myself, shall we say, arq generalists in the
field, but not specifically in the educational field.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you 'a question or two, Mr.
Bennett. * 4

Is it your idea, in making the money av-a)lable to the State
educational agencies, that we first have a pilot program in some.*
local educational agencies selected by the State educational agen-
cies to more or less serve as demonstration projects for the remain-
der of the States. .

Mr. BENNErrThat is exactly what I would envision. This hearing
will reveal that a great deal of thought has already been given on a
private endowment basis on how to arrive at texts, and how to
arrive at curricula, and how to teach teachers. But what would
really be needed now would be to see if there were some school
systems, or maybe one or two school systems across the country
which might .show to what extent that could be made a relatively
universal thing in our school systems, and try to select between the
best of these things, and try it out. Then, if it works, other school
systems would undoubtedly follow it. ,..

2
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The purpose is to stimulate the- pilot type activity.
Chairman PERKINS. As I understand your bill, the Stateste to

preacribe -general standords for the pontint and nature' of the'
citizer;ship and ethics education progtais funlied by the Federal
Government. With )yhom do you feel the States ought to consult in`
setting up these standards? I

..e° Do you feel there ught ty, he a widesacead 'input from parents,
and other citizens?

Mr. BENNEff. I wo d think, if this bill became dw, oie&it e
school system, 6 than, onei would' apply, to.the Gomniissinner,
and stat6 the reasons why they.felt their. .tzant vrpuld be most in
keeping with what the hearings hese have deyeloped.

Pe , I would think that they would trylo arrimat wimt the. parents
k and others felt about citizenshipares nsiOility. But I really believe, .

when you are not involved-in, teac mora per se, but you are
involved in teaching Citizenship ponsibility: there really 1w riot'
that degree Of disharmony.

For instance, therefor% some fundamental things that you could /
teach out of triminal law, if you iranted to. After all, we do Ave /
laws 'against Aurder, again/it staffing, and thi- like. that. You

ttini teis off; far;
tthhat basis. Ye ofuuncoulden)raive

to our culoltnsu'reof with:

y they are part of the criminal laiv of our cotintry;
Cliairman PERKINS. How do you feel the States should deal with

parents who may not want the4r children to participate in these
programs, either because they do not agree with the content of the
courses, or for any other,reasons?

Mr. DENNErr. I don't think that `there is any possibility of
anybody disagreeing with the type of program that we are outlining
in this bill, After all, it deals with citizenship. It does not deal with'
teaching peopie how to be good, or moralistic. It deals only with
responsibilities of citizeoship.

I don't think that an American family ries the right to say that
their children shall be reared in opposition to the fundamentals of
their Goveroment. I don't really believe that that would be a

. problem.,
thinkthat it might f4ve: been a problem with earlier bills which

I inteoduced, which had to do With teaching of morality. But this
bill does not refer to that. It deals with the teaching of citizenship...I
don't believe that there would be any American citizen who would
protest it, and if they did, they should not be allowed to protest it
any more than any other public subject.

Chairman PERKINS. Let MP ask you this question. Some people
may question the need for this legislation. Op you feel that in the
public schools in gewral today there is a lacking of teachin
citizenship and ethiS?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, I do. In the first' place, I think most young
people get more education from TV today than they do from their
school books. Therefore, you have an active anticitizenship iriput.
You see people who are attractive, charismatic people doing antiso-
cial, anti-American things in a current film that they will see on
TV. You have peer premures among ything people which are against
the establishment.
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antiresponsibility, anti-American, alktigovernment, tigood citi-.
So you liave a lot or input toward youngPeO which is

zenship. Unless som- ...y fills that void, they, are only ing taught
one point of view, 'a n. tiveisne. Certainly the schools are the best
source. It can be argued that the family ought to do it, or that the
churches ought to do it, but the people who need it most don't have
good families, if Sr family at all, and don't go to church, so it is not
available to th

Chairtnan INS. Mr. Goodling?
MriGoorniNG. I have no questions.
ChairMail PERKINS. Mr. Miller, do you have-any questions of Mr.

Bennett?
Mr. VILLiat. I am sorry to say, I don't. I apologize for getting here

late, 1141.. Chairman, and to our colleague, Mr. Bennett. I look
forward to readinir; your testimony. Thank-

Mr. BENNET". Thank you!,
Chairman PERKINS. Our next witness is Dr. Frank Goble, presi-

dent of the Thomas Jefferson Research Center, California. Do you
k want to make a statement at this' tim, Mr. Miller?

Mr. MItLER. Not right now, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Piraluris. All right.
Go ahead, Mr. Goble.

STATEMENT OF.FRANK GOBLE, PRESIDENT, THOMAS JEFFERSON
RESEARCH CENTER, PASADENA, CALIF.

Mr. GOBLE. My name is Frank Goble. I am the president, as you
said, of the Thomas' Jefferson Research Center, a national research
organization headquartered in Pasadena, California. We have been
studying this area of ethics and character deveIoliment for a period
of 16 years, and we have established as a factual thing that there
has been a very measurable decline in emphasis at all levels of
education since about 4900 until today.

With few exceptions, there is very little systematic effort to teach
ethics in our schools 'at various levelse have found a number of
examples of successful programs, some of them suffer because they
are successful btcause the teacher is highly motivated and highly
skilled. But we have found one particular program which overcomes
this difficulty in that it is designed in such a way that any
reasonably Competent teacher can use it. In other words, a high
degree ofskill is not required.

.4$To give you an idea. This is called the Character Education
Curriculum, as developed by the American Institute for Character
Education in San Antonio, Texas, a nonprofit organization, primar-
ily of educators. Their program has been tested in over 400 schools
in 19 states.

In mie case, the test school was a ghetto in the city of In-
dianapolis, Public School 63. The program has been in use there for
at least 8 years, and is still in use. At the time they started,
they reported that their vandalism as measured by
window-breakage-iliine was running over$3,500 a year. biless than
a year, they had solved this problem of vandalism. The
yindow-breakage is now perhaps $100 a year, which is mostly

r
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accidental. The )foung graduates of this ghetio sc 'are now not
only well trained from the standpoint of discipline ileportment,

. but their academic performance has gone .up very 'dedly, very
measurably.

A second school,- Tula Vista Elementary School 'in Tula, Vista,
Calif., near San Diego, and this was a school in- an uppér;class
neighborhood with approximately half of the children,comink from
weff-todo homes in the neighborhood, and the other half bused.in
from the slums of Natidnal CityMexican-Ameriean young people.ley tested the program for 3 years, and they found that the
van alism for the 3 years prior to thertest and the 3 yearlf
of the test, there was a reduction to one-sixth of the previous figure.
They reported that the neighborhood which was very much upset
with that acts of irandalliam, littering, and tra,plin of gardens,
these ne*hborhw&vroblems virtually ceased ai this progrhm
became efi-mtive.

We could gine other examples. There have been a number of
ichools, as I have said, that have used the program, but I think that
this illustrates that a good program can be very effective.

Analyzing it from a cost point of.view, a cosfeffectiveness point of
view, a typical school district with 10,000 elementary school chil-
dren could implement a program and amortize the cost over 5
years, at a cost of $7.3,000, which would be 73 cents per per
child. The direct savings to the school, based on what has ha ned
in other schools, could be as much as $200,000 al; op to an
expenditure of $73,000, which is almost a 300 percent gain on the
money. The total savingii to society could be as high as 10 times the
expenditure or as high as 1,000 percent. '

If only a few children were deterred fly= a life of crime, the
program would pay for itself many times over.

It is our opinion, based upon tens of thousands of hours of
research that if we can increase the quality and quantity of ethical
instruction in our schools and other institutions, it is probably the
most practical, if not the only practical, method to bring present
exploding crime, violence, and delinquency under control.

A recent poll by Gallup shcaved that 84 percent of Americans
with children in school, would like to see their children receive more
in terms of disciplin and ethical instruction. So we have an
overwhelming public s rt. We have not witnessed any serious
controversy in the schoo . that have uised the program. It' there is
weakness in the bill, might be the failure to call for some
performance criteria. We think that if the Government is going to
spend mor y on character education, there should be some measure
of resul although we have found many programs that could meet
such s rmance criteria, we also have found programs which do
not pr ce any tangible results.

I want to thank the committee for this opportunity to speak to
you.

Chairman NRK INS. Thank you very much
[The complete statement of Mr. Goble follows]
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Reference; ft4..l2I Hearing.Aphi1 24, 1979'.

:Stateentby Frank G. 4cible, Pi-esideni
Thoinas %Jefferson ResearcW Center
1143 North Lake Avenue
Pasadena, California 91104
Telephone (213) 798-0791

The Thomas Jefferson ReseDrch Center, a non-political,
non-profit national organization was founded in 1963.
The Center's purpose is to seek and publicize.workable
solutions to the human problems of individualsirorgan-
izations and Society.

There has been, in recent years, an alarming,national
increase in crime, violence, drug.abuse and other symp-
toms of moral deterioration in our society. Not only
are these human problems increasing much faster than
population, but the age at which they occur is constantly
lower.

919

The Th9mas Jefferson Research Center, during 16 years
of exttnsive research, has identified a direct correla-
tion between the increase in these costly human problems
and a decrease in emphasis on ethics; citizenship and
character development in our schools, colleges, media
and other opinion-forming institutions.

;
Several national s dies document the decline in 'emphasis
on ethics and char ter during the last 60 or 70 years.

In 1964, Sandrah L. Pohorlak published a study made4-
for her advanced degree-in education ai the U4Aversity
of Southern California. . ..,

Her survey yiicluded.all states, territories and posses-
sions of the lienited States. Akl but Six states responded.
She found that at least 19 states required schools to
teach ethics in the classroom (20 states did not provide
information in this regard). The California State Code
of Education, for example, states:

section 44806

"Each.teacher shall endeavor to impress tpon the

4', 99 rj 4
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minds
.

of
usthe

pupil7s princilites-of moralIty,
44)4,truth, jtice, patrio m, and a trurcomprehen--

sion of the rights, dati . and dignity cif American-
citigenship, including kindness towards domespic
petehand the humpne t'reatmen4of living creitures,

. to teach theM to avoili idlengs profanity and fel
r . hood,'and to nstflia""em in ners and mp-rals

y
and the princ pfes of ee gover/Oebt."

/
e '

The state co4.4iain'e, in its laws relating to public,
schools states: .

A. .

".. Instructors of youth in public or private in-
stitutions, shalt use their best.pideavers to im-
press op the minds of children and youth...the prin-

. ciple1-13f morafitt and justice and a sacred regard
mlfqr trutit...chastity...temperance...pall devote .

not less than one ihour of each weet... o teaching
moral and spiritual values;"

Although the laws of rainy states require i ructors to .
teach ethics, Mrs. Pohorlakifbund that-42 states pro-
Oded nothing in the way of!texts, handbooks, guides
or'other materials to help teachers deal with ethics
and character in the classroom.

Her conclusion was that: . "Here in America, since 1900
or thereabouts, various forces have resulted in the

;a
gradual relinquishment of our orig 1 standards for
morals and ethics, in education, b iness and social
relationships...There has been a ch pping away at our
former ideals; a hesitancy to uphold the standards
which made our country great....There is little or no
encouragement from the state offices of education that
the distriCts they preside over be actiie in finding
ways to imProve the teaching and encouragement of moral
and spiritual values in their school communities, for
they supply nothing to aid 4r encourage the teacher."

"Guidelines for Moral Instructia in California Schools,"
May 9, 1969 was prepared fon the California State Board
of Education by Dr. Edwin F. Klotz, Special Assistant
to the Board.

Dr. Klotz also asked each of the 50 states what they
were doing about moral education He found that only
l3.states identified an ongoing program of-moral in-

struction or were in the process of starting one.
Twenty-four states replied that they had neither guide-
lines nor a committee studying the problem.

ri
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Or. Klotz also surveyed 1,100 California. school dis-
tricts and found that only 40 districtshad gui¢elines
or other prepared materials. Seventy-folir districts
stated that suCh materialis were ,under'ptharation and
447 districts replied that they had integrated such
instruction throughout the curriculum, but that the
instruction was more incidental than direct.

A survey of a selected cross-section 4Umerican pri-
mary &rid secondary school teachers by National Ed-
ucation Association Research Division in 1966 included
a question regarding the importance of attempting,to
develop ethical character im students. Fifty-two per-
cent of the teachers responding believed that too liti

tle emphasis was placed on ethical instruction.

Amoral America, 1975, Hoover Institution Press, is a
book summarizing a study by two distinguished politica.1
scientists, Drs. George C. S. BenVon and Thomas S. Eng-
eman

"Contemporary Western society, and especially American
society," irrote Dr.-Engeman, "suffers frqm inadequate
training in individual ethics. Personal/honesty and,
integrity, appreciation of the interWs of others,
non-violence, and abiding by the law are examples of
values insufficiently taught at the present time."

"Our thesis," Dr. Engeman continues, "is that there
is a severs and-almost paralyzing etfiical problem in
this country. ..We believe that. we can demonstrate
that unlawful behavior is in part the result 0, the
absence of instruction in individual ethics."

Dr. George penson argues that America's astounding
crime rate is largely due to lack of ethics, which,
in turn, is due to the'lack of ethical instruction in
the schools and other opinion-forming institutions.
The two authors 'Orovide heavy documentation to show
that those institutions that have traditionally taught

ethical values -- schools, churches and media -- are
falling down on the.job.

.

They cite a study by Margaret Foster, for example,
who analyzed third grede readers from 1900 to 195.
She reported that non-fiction material began to dis-
appear after 1930. as did references to obedience.
thouihtfulness and honesty.

Professors de Charms and Moeller 1,tudied fourth grade
readers from 1800 to 195e.. in 18k0, they found 16

17

,)
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out of every 25 pages included moral instruction. By

1930, this had fallen to one page in 25 and in 1950,
it was .06 pages out of 25.

John Nietz also did a study of textbooks and found that
originally moral education was one of the principal

objectives in our.schools. He says that to understand
the decline of moral Values and the rise in vandalism
and crime, we need only to contrast the content of Mc-
Guffey readers (first published fn 1836) with the "lit-
erature" inflicted tin children today.

In the McGuffey reade s. Mr. Rietz states: "Such moral

qualities as honetty, ruttrand truthfulness, obedience.
teveramce, kindness o'humans and animals, thrfft,.

24:k
and patriotism Nere largely taught by means of

uat human and situatiohal stories:"

It seems obvious, as the above examples show, that, since
about 1907, there has been a very significant reducficin

iii-empTi on ethics and ChiFacter to our

Studies by the Thomas Jefferson Research Center show
that there is a direct relationship between this de-

cline in ethical instructian and exploding crime, vio-

lence and delinguenv...

Many schools and state educational ageicies are now

aware, of the problem and seeking workable solutions.
A technical report released in the spring of 1977 by

Research For Better Schools, Inc. showed a substantial
recent increase in ethical instruction.

The 1975 seventh annual Gal iopyall of pubLic attitudes
towards education included a series of questions de-
voted to education In morals and moriai behavior. Se-

venty-nine percent of a ample of representative Amer-
icans suppqrted the instr tion of moral behavior in

4
schools. For parents with hti4ren in public schools,

an overwhelming majority, 84%.101Fere in favor of moral

P tfeducatiz.

The Center has identified a number of case histories
where individual teachers, highly dedicated and compe-

tent, have achieved remarkable improvements in disci-

pline and deportment by emphasizing ethics and charac-

ter in the classroom.

Unfortun: , many of these examples arp nbt "masc.-

producible" ecause they kequire a high level of tea-

cher dedic*t on and skill.
,

R
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Fortunately, we have identified and studied at least
one highly successful program which,tan be successfully
used by teachers of average dedication and ability.

The Character Education Curriculum; developed 4y the
American Institute for,Cheracter. Education in Skn An-
tonio, Texas (a non-profit institution) is an examplea
This systematic program in ethical instruction for kiri-

dergarten through 6th grade has been tested in more
than 400 schools in.19 states with sometimskldramatic
success.

The Chat:acter Education Curriculum has been in contin-
uous use at Wendell Phillips Public School #63 in In-

dianapolis si 6 eptes r 1970. Mrs. Beatrice M. BoWlis,
Principal of Public Schoo #63, gives the following
description of the school rior to the commencement
of charactet education. "The bupding resembled a school
in a riot area. Many, many windows had been broken,
and the glass had been replaced with masonite....$3,500
worth of glass-had been broken from September 1969
through Juste 1970....Most of the pupils were rude, dis-
courteous and insolent to the members of the faculty.
...The school was 99% black students...The children
had no school pride, very poor self-image, and were
most disgruntled because they, had to attend 'that old

school.'"

These are the results that Mrs. Bowles reports after
all of the teachers in Public School #63 began using
the character development program. "Since September,
1970, there has been less than $100 of glass breakage
and this has been accidental. Student attitude has
greatly improved....There is a feel'ing of one for all

and all for one."

Six years later. (April 1976) Mrs. Bowles reported that
"Discipline and vandalism,are no problem at School #63:

Our children are well behaved, courteous, and with few
exceptions, achieving at maximum potential....The pr.
gram has been a tremendous success for us and our c il-

dren."

(The full text of Mrs. Beatrice Bowles' remarks are
attached to this report.)

Another school that te,ted the Character Education Cur- roc

riculum was Valley Vista Elementary ScDool in Chula lo / ---

Vista, California. At the time of the test, Valley
Vista was a new elementary school in a high income resi-
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dential area. 0nly about half of the students, how-
ever, cpme from nearby homes. The others were bused
in from a very low income neighborhood in National
City. Disciplinary problems were severe and within
a short time, many of Pie trees and shrubs at.the school
had been destroyed'. There were Many complaints from

, neighboring homes because of litter, vandal\sm, and
trampled flower gardens.

_

After the teachers began using the sys atic Program
in ethical instruttion, discipline roblems almost
disappeared in the classroom, in he cafeteria and on
the playground. The school principal, who had been
spending most of his time with disciplinary problems,
found that he mow had time to spend in more productive
ways. Trees and shrubs on the school grounds were're-
Rlanted and students Left them alone. Complaints from
homes'near Vie school weFe grefitly reduced.

The estimated cost of vandalism to the school when com-
..pared.with costs for a prior three year period were
found to havepbeen reduced to about one-sixth of the
previous monthly cost. (See attached letter from As-

, sistant Superilitendent Neliton Lopez.)

The potential savings from systematic ethical instruc-

I
tion are very substantial. A typical school district
ith 10,000 elementary school children could purchase
eaching materials, train teachers to use the materi-

als, and maintain the program for five years for am
approximate cost of $73,000. Direct saviAgs to the

. school district, based on actual case Wistories could
be as much as $208,000 - almost a 300% return on invest-
'ment. Additional benefits to the community in terms
'of reduced crime and vandalism would also be signifi-
cant. Every child diverted from a life of crime means
a direct saving to society of more than $100,000. Non-
fgilancial benefits to students, schools, parents andc'

munity would also be of great significance.

In my Rpinion, based upon the Thomas Jefferson Research
Center's ten of thousands of irours of reiiiii=aiL an

4110increase ini 41-ay ind cidaiifity or ethical instruction
in our= ialcia s and other institutiems ri-iiie-CifiTY prac-
ticaT method I() brih4.present explo4in9 ciTMe, v-iciTITCe
and delinquency under cci-ntrOr.

Although the above remarks have concentrated on elcm-
entary schools, research by Drs. Benson and Engeman
and others shows that ethical instruction has declined
at all levels of education. The research also shows



that it is practical to teach ethics in junior high
school, high school and even at college level. Recent

. breakthroughs in understanding of human behavior and
motivation make this possible to a degree 'not previously

thought possible. It is not true that character is cast
in concrete at a v.ery early age as,many people seem to

believe.

A possible weakness in HR123 at present, is its failure

to establish performance criteria. There are many pro-

grams which claim to teach ethics, character or values
which cannot demonstrate measurable results. The Amer-

ican public is,'understandably, very tired'of expensive
governmental programs which fail to produce tangible

results.

May 1 take this opportunity to think the Subcommittee

on Elementary, S'ecovidary, and Vocational Education for,
the opportunity to testify regarding this very important

Resolution. The Thomas Jefferson Research Center will

be pleased to provide additional information upon request.

Res ectfully,

Frank Goble, President
Thomas Jefferson'Research Center

APPENDIX

Public School #63, Indianapolis, Indiana
9

Chula lista City School District, California

School District of New Richmond, Wisconsin

Coakley Junior High School, Harlingen, Texas

1--



Dr. Patricia A. Graham
Associate Director
Character Education Program
LI& E. Rampart
San Antonio, 'tease 7E1416

Dear Dr. Graham:

Public School 1163
1-115 IC Traub Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana 46/2/
April Z. 1971

ln,August, 1970 1 was invited to attend a session,of theidharacter Fducation
Workshop. rhe peakers were dynamic, the materials excellent, and the group
stimulating. I decided at that time the Character Education Project should
prove of great value-at School #61..

was a;zpointed Pr! cups! at School .6.5 for the school year 1970-71. On viewing
the building g e months of June and July I was very much dismayed.
Many, viany s had been broken, and the glass bad been replaced with
masontte, The buildint resemhled a lochool in a riot area. I asked that the
masonite he replaced with glass, and was informed that it %radii be impossible
as thirty-live hundred dollars 400) worth of glass had been bradten from
September, 1969 until Jane, 1970. The school image in the community,was.very
poor -- 'the school had gone to the dogs." When school °Pent:sit, most of the
pupils were rnde, disumirteous and insolent to members of the faculty. Thiii
at IWO! has 99 %. black pupils and 74"i white faculty. .The cluldred" had no school
pride, very poor self-cmage, and were most disgruntled because thee had to at-
tend "that old

At oirr first fat ulty meeting, Mrs. Jean English, a member of the Character
Fducation Workshop, presented the Character Education materials. All of tbe
stafftwere favorably impressed, and it was the COM ensus that the materials
would he ased at all grade levels.

Sinve September, 1970 there has been less than one hund ed dollars worth of
sshreakage, and this has,been aecidental. Student att ude has greatly im-

proved, and at the sitggestiA of the students a Slci(*r to ccl was organized
And is tun.timung. students are now respectful a pe rative with the
tem hers, mid there is the feeling of Mit' for all and a for one, l he building is
nitui I. !caner, and onfoilfatits, parents, fire inspeators and others entering the
huildnyv, hay- made many omplimentary remarks oft the marw troprovernents.

Sc hool eh} Is welt Ifi the way to hecoming the very fine educational institution
sfor whit h it watiwIniPfided. We attribute this rediarkable i.hange to Mrs. English,

'ar cha ra. ter E anon t.hairman,tant1 the 'is.- ad the Cha raider E din atom
t material provided by von r atalf. .

11:

Sinttrely,

, 1.
,1, (*ors.)

..... I c 4
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PUBLIC SCVOOL 163: A FOLLOW UP

by Beatrice M. Bowles

April 1976

The Ch cter Education er4ram has been in continuous use at
Wendell Phfllfs Public School 063 iince September, 1970. Mrs. Jean

English still serves as our Character Education Chairperson, and the
success of the program is indisputable. There is little teacher turn

over at School 163, but the new teachers are given the needed train-

ing for teaching Character Education by Mrs. English.

The Character Education materials ar, interesting, stimulating,
inspiring and thought provoking. The Kindergarten children are de-

lighted with the animal portrayal of values and participate whole-
heartedly irt the class discussions. The pupils Grades 1-6 relate

'to the children. The inclusion of many nationalities of children has

also added much to acceptability of the materials. Aftar 'Six yeari of

usage, the pupils, parents and teachers are still enthusiastic about
and enthralled with the program. I often plan classroom visitations
at the time whee Character Education mateeials are presented because

I tdo continue to enjoy them. The materials are often correlated with

Language Arts, Social Studies and Art. Many writing exeecises have

been the spontaneous results of Character Education materials.

The use of Character Education materials has greatly enhaoced
the lives of pupils, parents arirl teachers at School 063. llarly, the
.last week in September or the first week in October, each teacher has.

a room meeting with-pupils and parents. Tbe curriculum, including
,0 Character Education, to be covered by June of the following year is

presented, and the parents become involved. They have always been

very %upportive and excited about the Character Education materials.

As a &suit of this meeting we have three w4y involvement: parent-

pupil-teacher. All have greatly benefited as manifested in improved
relationships between parent-child, parent-parent, and parent-teacher.
Our P.T.A. is active and progressing. .

Many honors and awards have been given pupils and staff at School

063 during the past six years. While these honors and awards areLtoo
:

numerous to list individually, during the 1975-1976 school year, Pwo

outstanding events have taken place. A free immunization program for
city school children was conducted by the Indiana State Board of Health,

Blue Cross-Blue Shield- Insurance Companyoand Radio Station W.T.I.C.,
Wendell Phillips School 063 had omm, hundred percent (TOM) immuniza-
tion due to coo0eration of parents, pupils 'and teachers. This immun-

ization program,should decrease the incidence of communicable disease
in OUr school and community,'and should protect every child from los-

ing valuable school time d% a result of contracting a preventable di-

sease. Our Traffic Patrol Captain, Willie Harris, age 1? years, Old%
selected e. traffic Hoy of the Year for the clty of Indianapolis by

the Indianapoli.. P.I.A. Council. Our children cross many heavily

traveled streets, and we have no adult words. Our school had no

traffic accickEnts for the 19/2-1973, 1971-1974 and 1974-1975 school
years. and received plagues and honorable commendations for these

achievements. fhese accident-free years are attributed to the sense
of responsibility developed in our children through the Use of Char-

acter Education materials.

V. et 1



Bowles - page 2

Discipline and vandalism are no problems at School 063. Our chil-
dren are well behaved. courteous, and with few exceptions, achieving
at maximum potential. Our parents are concerned and cooperative. Vis-
istors and workmen coming into the school often remark about won-
derful learning atmosphere prevalent in the building - sometl$1.qg you
can feel. .

Ili the Character Education Program at Wendell Phillips School #63
we stress responsibility, helpfulness, honesty, generosity, tolerance,
truthfulness and other values. There is a noticeable improvement in
the attitudes, behavior and achievement of our children, now Sixth .

Graders, who have been in the program the entire six school years. .

School Attendance is compulsory;,church attendance is not, so to MY
staff and me Character Education irm,a Must in our school.

During the past six years many temns of visitors, some from our
own system or city, some from other school.corporations - many from
out of state - have visited our sohool to" observe the Character Edu-

.

cation Program in operation. Questions were answered, and all misi-
tors were most favorably impressed. I feel certain that other school
systems have adopted the program as a result of thefe visitations.

One visitor in.our building. Mrs. Juanita Davis, was introduced
to the Character Education Program. Mrs. Davis is on the staff of
the Hispano-American Center located in our city. She used the ma- ."

terials at the Center and at a summer camp at Franklih, Indiana for
children ages 5-13 years of migradt workers. The Character Eduop-
tion Program was very svccesfful and was expanded to include thk par-
ents. The materials are written in both the English and Spanish Ian-. .

guages, so they noe only teach character education but also help the
Spanish-speaking.to lefcmlrglish.

Dr. Alexander Moore, Assistant Superintendent in charge of Cur-
riculum for the Indianapolis Public Schools, examined the Character
Lducatitin Program materials very carefully during the Spring, 1972,
and decided that Character Education would become a part of the cur-
riculum for all Indianapolis Public Schools as of September, 197E.
Many teacher workshops were held during the Summer. 1972 at Butler
University under the supervision of Dr. Joseph M. Nygaard of the
Butler University faculty and Charactereldhcation Personnel fnma
San Antonio, Texas. Mrs. Sarah Helen Lewis received additional
training in Character Educatioh at San Antonio, Texas, and became
the consultant when all Indianapolis Schools adopted the progrmn
in September, 1972. It continues to be an integral part of the
curriculum.

We at Wendell Phillips School "16:1 are happy and grateful to
have been continuous participants in the Character Education Pro-
gram. The program has been a tremendous success,for us and our
children, and we hope that something.we may have shared withmiur
many visitors will help them make the Character Education program
equally siwcessful for them.

517-1736
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CHULA VISTA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

led WM idIV11010 I/ (Ow mop*

£ait i nate r CO INOM &HA CHULA viol.* chLoromrs. MIS ALE 1.4 *2434.

Kay 99, 1977
A

Mr. Frank Goble
TbRMAIII 4eflereas Research Coder
1143 North Lake Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91104

fkar Mr. Gable:

live tested the American lostitute for Character IMittatioats Character
- Curriculum for three rears, starling In Beertereber 1971..

For the 30 months prkw to cable this pilgrim, our remprda show that
the damage was an estimattuf $1,1th13 or $29.39 per month. %nage for
a period of 36 months after character ethwand was lasiltuted totakal
$120.00 or $4.72 per month.

Teachers. Parents, athendatrators and the children themselves all
enjoy and beseftt from the pnagram.

Mtacerelv,

/(.4./.? j
Mouton Loper
Aaidatses faspbrhatendent-Carrthatom

hit orns

*wee

.

C'N%
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SCHOOL DISTRICT 07 NEW RICHMOND
in East Fourth Street

MNEW RICHMOND. WISCONN 54017
"She eity Memonful"

. .

April 25. 1978

s

Dr. David Jacobson
President. Institute for Character Education
142 West Moodlawn
San Antonio, Texas 78212

Dear Dr. Jacobson:

The most important aspects in utilizing the Character Education
program is the involvement of th staff and their willingness to ac5ept
and adopt the philosophy of Freedom's Code. When.we in New Richmond
beiause involveal in the program we had throe classes in one building,
five in another building and twenty seven in the third building,

New Richmond is a ueban rural community of approximately i000
population. About sixty percent of the pupils are rural and bussed
to saiool each day. Our K-5 enrollment averages about 850 students.
Our only Simority students would be three to five per year usually
Spanish American or Korean. All others are white Caucasian.

MP

This is generally a middle class Ares with several large industries
and also well developed farms. Being forty miles from St. Paul and
Minneapolis. Minnesota we also havO a number of transients1Who move
In and out of the district. This was one reasod we became involved in
the Character Education program.

We wercecomerned with school break-ins, vandalism, graffiti and
pupil relationships to one another. We had mor minor than

1.,romm volilems to these area% rod were looking for A lere Vent i Vt is well
,. remedial program. Since adopilug the program pi Ali Of
these problems have disappeared. There are a few incidents that take
1,14,'e periodically but nothing that wouldn't happen in any school at
ny given time.

1we

Periodically we need to review the progiam materials because of
personnel changes in our staff. Also as a refresher fur regular staff
members.

NN.

The pupils enjoy the disoussion groups anikalso making cif posters
and singing the songs in music class that are putt of the program.

I feel the program has been very worthwhile and has helped nur pupila
and our staff to learn how to live and work with imir fellow man.

4nirs truly.
SO1ti01. DISTRICT OF NEM RICIBROID

D. C. Mayer
Llementary Principal

.33
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COAKLEY JUNIOR HI& SCHOOL
1102 =Mt BIM STREIT

HARUNGIN TUAS

78980

April 3, 1978

Dr. David Jacobean
President. Institute for Cksktc\ter Education
342 Wiest Wbodlawn
San Antonio, Temas 78212

Dear Dr. Jacobson,

in.conaidering the impl
Obemitment of ther staff
and parents to assume t
four classrooms but our
Donna. Tema., for one-half
office.

tlx of a character eckicatlm prograi, I felt the
of utmost importance. I arranged for professionals
Iduties in all the classrooms. There were twenty-

fessional staff totaled twenty-seven. WS drove to
day of in-service with members from the San Antonio

WS received hie materials and eMbarked on an intensive prpgram of Character
education. I instituted an incentive-reward system at school for the children.
hiring dhe first six-weeks! period..we gained 276 days of Attendance; the
number of students referred to dile office for discipline dropped from 40 to 50
each meek to an average of 1 each day; and graffiti and vandalism disapperred,

In addition to the students acquiring a desirable set of values and practicing
them. I uma freed from the office &ding for discipline problems end investiea-
ring vandalism to work.in classrooms with teachers and students. The direct
result lead to the upgrading of the instructional program.

The effects of this program were far-Arehing. At the first PTA meeting held
at Cruckett after I assumed the principalship, there were 17 teachers, 9 parents
and 1 in attendance. Within twiyemrs, we did (114 have fewer than 150 parents
in attendance at each meeting,Mad as insiny as _150. OUr test scores began to
rise and the number of students we were sending to Junior High School at the
end of six years greatly increased.

This was a lmw socio-economic area. Wie had an enrolhment of 710 students, 2
white, 12 black, 696 brown; 12 students did not qualify for free lunch; and
alviluimately 201 were bused in from a rural area.

Wr had molly rewarding eXperiences as the result of ihis program. W. wrote
songs, plavq, did art work nod planiwNI prity.1-1MS tWivti on t concept s of the
flunact or FAhicat ion Piograrn

t? 7
wt.
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III

May I wish the beat for you mnd your efforts in this area. It woo plemmure

to talk with you and to be askeMor this involvement.

Note: This narrative describ's work done at Crockett Elementary School. This

year I have been assfolied to a secondary school

Chairman PM litNs. One question I have. In your statement, you
note that the weakness of the bill is its failure to establish perfor-
mime criteria. Could you elaborate a little on what you feel these
'criteria ought to be, and, should they apply to the teacher of the
course, the contents of the courses, or both?

Mr. Gosix. I think the examples I gave where there was a
measurable decrease in vandalism. The schools would report, for
example, that there were less fist fights, there were less incidents of
stealing. The principals wo4k1 report less disciplinary problems.
These are things which can be-measured. I would think in terms of
not trying to measure the teacher performance directly, but to have
schools try to demonstrate that something was occurring when they
were using the program.

As I said, there are programs, which although they are alleged to
improve the moral character of the children, there does not seem to
be any measurable evidence that they do.

Chairman PRRKINS. All right.
Mr. Miller?
Mr. Miu..ss. Thank you, Mr. ahairman.
That example appears to be, if I read your testimony right, in a

single school district in Indianapolis. Is that right?
Mr. Gostz. Yes, it was tesbed in four sghoo ls in Indianapolis, and

the testing was so successful that they went districtwide. It has
recently been tested in four schools in Modesto, 'Calif., and they
have just added another eight schools, and as soon as their budget
allows, they will have all 22 elementary schools involved.

Mr. MILLER. Do you have any preliminary findings from those?
Mr. GMILE. On lx a letter stating that they are very pleased with

the preliminary results.
I should add that Chicago is now doing a major test with 27 school

districts, and Dade County, Fla., is also.
Mr. MILLER. You are fairly coral nt, then, that this teaching in

the schools can overcome the herr of other information that the,
students receive through the m la, or can overcome what they
experience in their families?
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Mr. Goetz. We feel that ideally we should idipact the iamily, the
school. Incidentally, the parents are involved with the elementary
prolgram. So there is some involvement at that level.

Obviously we have problems with the media. We have problems
at higher levels of education. I ,think there it enough evidence to
show that a good program, a well constructed program does have an
effect even though the other environmental factorseight be nega-
tive.

Mr. MILLER. Does it also appear to you that this program can, in
fact, be replicated in other areas?

Mr.. Gomm. Definitely, because there are enough schools that
have succeeded with ir to show that it 'can definitely can be
'replicated. Yes. 4

Mr. MILLICR. Th'ank y_ou.
Chairman FIRKINS. Mr. GOOdling.
1411. GOODUNG. Doctor, I only have one or two questions.
First of all, I don't think: that I would have too much trouble, I

suppose, in improving the teaching of citizenship in the schools, if I
knew exactly what that meant.

I am sure you are aware of the time when we got involved in the
so-called MACOS program, and we caught all sorts of flack in the
Congress of the United States because it went in so many different
directions. The public was not quite ready to accept- that kind of .
thing.

I do have two problems. Every time we seem to get into.a confer-
ence committee, we are being told that we are not doing the job in
this country of teaching the fundamentals, the threelltrs. We hear
that over and over again. I am always amazed when we sit at these
confererice committees, however. Everybody and his brother has,
another special subject that we should improve upon, or give more
time to, right after they have just condemned the schools for not
doing the job on the basic.fundamentals. I guess that this is part of
my problem here.

This proposal is something else that we might mandate at the
Federal' level to take away from the things that they are not doing
and we' think that they should. do.

The second problem I have, when you talk about ethics, I have
become a little concerned as to whose ethics and what does that
really mean. I was really amazed at a program that was funded and
done by a professor at Harvard. It was called moral education. I
don't know whether ethics and citizenship are involved in moral
education.

I was looking at one of these examples he was trying to give th;..
youngsters in junior and senior high schools, examples of probleMs
they would fun into in life, and how would they deal with them.

I was just trying to think, as a parent, whether I would want him
to be involved in that kind of discussion.' with my youngster.

This was the problem. There were four children in the family,
and the mother and father were in their 30's. The father fell and
broke his back. All of a sudden his wife realized that "we had ,efellal
problems here." First of all, she was in the prime of her life.
What about her sex life. Then he listed four or five different things
that they could discuss with these children in relationship to this
problem.
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Now, I think that it is an important problem f
because it certainly could cause all sorts of

that fànlily. But I am not sure who it is I want in t
to ing that kind of *program. That is wha
whi we talk about principles of citizenship.

is one thing if we are talking about a civira,course, as you and I
know a civics course. But then if we get to ethics, I start thinking,
does that include my idea of ethics, my idea of morals. That is my
problem with this kind of legislation:

Mr. Goat/. I think that your concern is valid. As I said earlier,
there are some programs which we would not endorse, which are
controversial, which have no demonstrated ability to improve the
behavior and the peiformance of the child, and the type of thing
you are describing, which is sometimes called value clarification.

We have severe doubts that that really is a constructive way to go.
Mr. GOODLING. I think one of my. major concerns is that I hate

to see the Federal Government get into the business of dictating
*curriculum. I Chink that this could/1% the end of education as we

know it in thit country, aria the .auccess that we have had.
Mr. GOBLE.' It is not my understanding of this. bill. In this

particular bill, I believe it is not the intention to mandate, but
rathesjo assist.

GOODLING. In anything that we offer, it never starts out far'
direction. But for some reason, or other it always ends that

wa . First of all, there is some Federal money available. So, some
innovative, young administrator thinks: "This might be the way to
get my school on the map."

I guess re have been burned enough tinies that I am a little
concerned. I have a concern about us encouraging schools to adopt
more and more and more programs, while constantly criticizing
them for not doing the lob with the three R's.

Now, we are even thinking about some national competency
examination which, I guess, Ove in this committee are going to write

ilicUngsters. If the youngster does not meet the national competency,
-send out to the schools. It is supposed to be given to the

he stays in the eighth grade, the ninth, or whatever, until the cows
come home.

I just worry about our involvement, particularly when you do not
have a good definition of what citizenship, oit particularly what,
ethics means to any teacher or any administralor throughout the
United Ctates. It. is just a fear that I have.

Mr. dosix. historically, our schools,. if you go back 7 or 8 years
...mom...Rut a great deal of emphasis here, and it was successful.

Mr. GOODIANG. In citizenship.
Mr. GoBLK. And ethiall.

that family to
lems within

school system
I worry about

Mr. GOODLING. As long as you are defining ethics as citizenship.
My problem is that if you don't. define it in that light, more
citizenship education, as you think about it, could go a long way to
probably save States billions of dollars in cleaning up trash along
highways. I am all for that kind of citizenship education. But I do
worry about this business of ethics because I am not quite sure
what that means in your county in relationship to Cumberland
County, a county in my district.

1 9
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Mr. GOBLg. I have a statement here by Dr. Albert Schweitzer
which defined ethics as a name we gave to our concern for good
behavior. We feel an obligation to consider not only our own
personal well-being but also that of others, and of human society as
a whole.

He also stated it another. way. "What we ail know to be the
Golden' Rule, common to all major religions." I think there are
certain basic ethical principles which are, you might say, universal
or sharea by all religions and all cultures.

The #articular program I mentioned was based on a worldwide
study of what they . called 15 consensus values, and they have
not proved to be controversial. They are rather basic and simple,
and it has been very successful.

Mr. GoomiNG, Just don't get us involved in any more controver-
sial programs. We are having enough trouble now selling the fact to
the pub ic that Co be an elected official is an honorable thing to be.

I have to go vote, The chairman will be bacK shottly. You will
have to wait until he returns.

[Recess:1
Chairman PIIRKINS. The committee will be in order.
The next witness is Mrs. Barbara Z. Presseisen, director of the

Development Division, Research for Better Schools, Pennsylvania.
Go ahead, and identify yourself for the record.

STATkMENT OF BARBARA Z ;EISEN, DIRECTOR, DEVELOP-
MENT DIVISION, RES RCA FOR BETFER SCHOOLS,

PENNSYLVANIA

MB.' PRESSRIBEN. Thank you, Mr. Perkins, and Mr. Bennett.
I am Dr. Barbara Z. Presseisen, director of the Citizqns Education

Component at; Research for Better Schools in Philadelphia,
Pa.

Research for Better Schools is a nonprofit research and develop-
ment laboratory which is funded to do work in the improvement of
school programs, in cooperation with the three States that our
laboratory servesPennsylvania, Delaware, and New Jersey.

I am honored to testify before;your subcommittee on behalf of
H.R. 123, a bill to provide Federal grants to assist elementary ünd

.secondary schools to carry on Programs to teach" the principl of
citizenship and ethies. There is renewed interest in Añiriin
eductition today in the sociali4tion of.children, and-in the conc&n
for preparing our youth tiVassume roles Elf; responsible adult
citizens.

There is a great need to help schools become the centers of
teaming for the knowledge, skills and attitudes that are reliuired by
citizens of a, nation organized on principles of democracy, justice,
and liberty for all.

First, lk me review briefly the history of citizen education in our
Republic. At one time, in the public school, citizenship was the
major focus of all education. By the 19th century, teaching about
citizenship was primarily' identified with the social studies, espe-.,
cially the civics class, and as a subject was treated more and more

limited, special area of study.

A
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In the late 1950's came Sputnik, with an era in education that
emphasized science and scientific methods. There was a decline of
interest in the socialization process. ti fact, some educators ques-
tioned Whether citizenship was an apçpnate subject at all in
American schools. .

Much has changed since Sputnik, w ich brings us to education
today.

A noted scholar of educational history, Freeman Butts, suggests
that Americans must redefine eiftteackn for citizenship with every
national crisis and in terms of the current demands of each new
era. He suggests that the United States is undergoing great changes
today. Thus, we are looking at our youngstebrs' education and asking
ourselves what will make children of today the effective adult
citizens of tomorrow.

Theremre many stresses and strains in éurrent sebety that point
to the need for specific citizen preparation in our schools.

The assessment of what youngsters know today is most revealing.
Tbe National Assessment of Educational Progress tests many areas
of learning in American schools, including citizenship and social
studies. Their tests have been administered to 9-, 13- and 17-year-old
subjects across the NatiOn. The results of the 1976 testing, compared
to scores obtained in 1973, among 13- and 17-3;ear-olds show:

First, a decline in both groups' knowledge of the, structure and-
function of govefnment.

Second, fewer 13-year-olds in 1976 selected freedom of religion as a
t guaranteed by the Constitution.
ird, both groups lost ground in their understanding of and

willingness to participate in the political process.
Fourth, mixed success was reported on the growth of concern for

the well-being and dignity of others, while dt4ines were reported in
recognizing and valuing some copstitutional . hts.

AlthoUgh these are only a se ection -of NAEP results, they show
there are obviously many areas that schools can work in to help the
development of knowledge, skills, and attitudes related .to citizen-
ship among the Nation's youth. At the very least, important re-
sources in our country, both human and technological, can be better
utilized.

An example of this is evident in recent NAEP scores. AlthoUgh 97
percent of teenagers have television sets in their homes, only 26percent lit _age 13 and 34 percent atage 17 say thatthey have watched a news program the prelims day. Percentages
listening to the news on the radio or readinriews in the newspa-
pers are similarly loW. What they do watch is another question.

There are many other aspects of American society that underlinethe need for more formal preparation for citizenship The disen-
chantment with the pilitical process, and the incumbent with-
drawal from social responsibility are serious threats to our social
order.

The I don't care syndrome, represented by the increasing apa-thy of voters in regular elections, is the antithesis of democratic
responsibility. For example, this past year, the New York Times
reported a drastic drop in the number of people vOting in the

12
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November election in New York City, surely a location with many
issues and problems for citizen's to reaolve.

The declining trend of participation is a pattern that can be
traced back a quarter of a century, not only in New York, but in
New Jersey anti Connecticut as well. Quoting the New York Times
of January 22; 1979:

Voter apathy ham become so acids-that the current novernore of all three states
New York, Connecticut, and New Jerseywere elected with the votes of less than 26
percent of the people eligible to cast ballotscitlsens 18 years of age or older.

The disillusionment With elections is paralleled by a distrust of
government, and a lack of respect for elected officials, as well as
other figures of authority. Increased behavior problems in schools
are mirrored by growing crime rates in Communities. Some would
trace these problems to changing family patterns or impact of
television, but the fact remains that social disruption and economic .
strains of our society take their toll on children and the quality of -.

child development.
Schools are the major institution beyond the home in which both

the intellect and the c r of youth are molded. In a complex,
highly technical and mietimes dehumanized modern society suoh
as ours, schools are hri primary centers for gaining experience,
developing judgment, triad acquiring knowledge about the people
and the politics of our ckuntry. The schools are a proper setting for
the preparation of youth for effective citizenship.

What is happening in school's already in terms of citizen 'educa-
tion? I am happy to say that there is a grmt deal.of activity across
the entire country. From our educational laboratory iri Philadephia,
we have been tracking citizen educatign activity not only in the
three states we serve-:Delaware, Newersey, and Pennsylvania
but in the rest of the country as well. At least 46 states of the Union

- have reparted school activities in the area of citimn education.
A national survey completed by Research for Better Schools in

Philadelphia in 1977 identified 15 areas of active citizen educa-
tion among these States. These areas included: law-relisted educa-
tion, consumer education, personal development, value skills,
school-community education, and economic-political practice. .

A more recent survey conducted by our citizen education compo-
nent last year included global education, environment eduottion,
multicultgral education," fqmily life and parenting concerns, and
analysis of mass media aspects of citizen development. As you can
see, the citizen education area is rich in new aPproaches to society's
concerns. .

There are many v ew materials being developed or published to be
usad in elementary nd secondary classrooms across the country for
the (Ateaching of n education. Traditional approaches to civics
and social problems are being augmented by new techniques of
instruction or by innovative content.

Interdisciplinary courses are being proposed and activities beyond
the individual classroom are being explored. The student council,
the extracurricular activities program of a school)iand involvement
with the local community are now aspects of total school life which
can be related to the school's social and political development of
youth, in addition to intellectual preparation.
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The examination of one's values, decision-making skills, participa-
tion, and community involveMent are areas touched upon in the
new programs. There are many materials and approaches to choose
from in these programs.

Research for Better Schoolsis involved with the States of Dela-
ware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania in improving their citizen
education efforts in elementary and secondary schools. We are
assisting these 'states in their policy planning, assessment and
exaluation, program development, and teacher preparation.

Part of our role is helping the states keep abreast of the many
opportunities that exist in new citizen education materials and
programs, as well as to be familiar with the results of current
research.

In making the funds suggested by IrR. III a;railable to the
Nation's elementary and secondary schools, you will be encouraging
American education to take advantage of the many new materials
and programs that have recently been developed.

You will help these schools updat their approach to citizen
preparation, hopefully to incorporate I e knowledge of the behav-
ioral and social sciences into their riculum and instructional
methodology.
. /Punds alone cannot guaran und prIssional practice, for

ere are risks, too, in innovatiorf New programs should be realisti-
cally planned, and teachers need appropriate preparation.

Local deedsespecially in areas concerned with good citizen
behavior and sound value orientañonsrequire. input from the
participant community, and adequate assessment and evaluation
measures should be included in any program from the outset.

. But in education, asein energy and aeronautics, you icannot
prepare citizens for the space age era without providing the means
to update their equipment.

In terms of the recent "back-to-basics" movement in education,
there is nothin more essential than citizenship, and in citizen
education, kn ledge, skills, and attitudes are the basic elfments or
outcomes of . nstruction.

11.11. 123 is a biOnning of such a modernizaion program for our
Nation's elementary and secondary schools. I heartily support your
efforts ini this bill.

Thank you.
Chairman] PERKINS. Your testimony has been most interesting.

But I notice that you focus on the citizenship component., and
happen to he silent on the other component, the ethics component .

flow do you feel about the ethics component'? Do you know of any
instances I will put two questions in one where the ethics is
!wink: tried tau in the private and public schools today?

Ms PHFSSEISEN My answer to your first question is that in Mie
sense I did not use the term 'ethics." but you will note that when I
talked about el t 17A'a education. I did speak about attitudes.

N4 an educator, and as a imrson who believes in the impm-tance of
smind research arid evaluation. 1 can see a school system tracking
attitude devylopment There are sound riWastires for it , arid. then.
art. means and mothrxiolicies related to it
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I, too, am sharing Mr. Good ling's cdriwern for the history of the
teaching of the social studies and social sciences, and it was, of
course, a very grave value orientation that we have gone through
with the program that that he talked about before. I think that
there is a component, there is no question, in citizen education for
aound attitude development.

There is research, and there are programs that deal with the
development of sound attitudes that have to do with a democratic

Akiety. They are in existence, and there are data available from
littierii. Whether I would call them ethics, or principles of belief, I
would prefer, their being sounded out-as called attitudes, where you
can use proven method:ix for' tracking them, and proper and
appropriate means for fishing them.

In our experience with the programs that we have in operation in
the three States, we have six junior high school programs that are
going on in specific schools. Much of what the committees and the
schools, which are composed of the administratoks, teachers, par-

. ents and community people, and students, want to build into their
program, you and I might call ethical practices, or ethical beliefs.
But we are trying to help those schools to determine exactli what is
the basis for the ethic involved. Is it representative of the group
that is represented in. the 'school community?

We are trying to help them get to indicators of behavior which in
sound educational measurement can be tracked. We tend to use
behaviors and attitudes as opposed -to ethics. It is unquestionable
that the people involved start with ethical principles. They want
respect for property in the school. They want to keep the violence
and the vandalism going down, declining.

We have to ask them, in terms of performance, what would be
indicators of chose actions, or those practices that we can build into

da sound school program and that we can measure and find out what
*happens with them, in terms of how children feel about it, wha
they do about it, and what lasts with them after they leave
program, and go on to other schools or out into the comm

So I think in answer to your first point, Mr. Perkins, I would not
say that we are not concerned with ethics. Rut in terms of sound
educational practice. you have to ask what is professionally ade--
quate and correct in terms of principles of pedagogy and curriculum
development and instruction, and that is what you build into a
program.

Hopefully we will see. as the end result, better ethical behavior.
That is down the line in terms of putting the program into practice,
and preparing the school system for delivering it.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. I have a couple of questions.
For the last, perhaps, 4 or 5 years, it seems to me, NIE was

funding you folks in the area of moral value education. I notice last
year that has been changed to citizenship education.

Did tilt content change, orlist the name; and why the change in
the natWr?

Ms. PRESSFISEN. The earlier interest in moral and value educa-
tion. or moral and citizenship ethics, that particular program,
which was curriculum development in the early 1970's and actually
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had as an output a curricular package for junior high schools, in
one case, and some materials for other classroom activites, in
another case, those curriculum development projects came to an
end.

The staff. that was involved, and the interest in the area was
carried over into citizen education, which also included people with
experience coming out of social studies curriculumthe more tradi-
tional geography, lory, anthropology, et cetera.

The new citizen education component which is now 2 years
going under its second full year of funding under N1R, is the
component which is concerned with the larger question of citizen-
ship, not just any values orientation, or studies about values, such
,as the programs that Mr. Perians asked about.

It is y looking at a wuch larger area flat includes the
knowledge; skills and attitude* of good citizenship for responsible
behavior, and is incorporating many more areas into it in terms of
content areas. The areas are 'noted in niy statement.

This is primarily not for curriculum development purposes, but
for school improvepient purposes, working with the threw States
that we serve, bringing together the focus they havenn their
curricultyn, for instance, of the social studies in the larger school
perspective such as the question of the governance of the school,
classroom management, teacher certification.

It is working at the statewide leiel as well as program research
level in specific school sites.

I think, in answer to your question, Mr. Goodling, mane of the
interest, and background, and experience that RBS hM in moral
citizen values in the .earlier program has been carried over, but
with other interests as well, fn to the focus on citizen education
which it has today, which is a larger arm.

It covers more topk areas, and it covers more examplars of
conduct in the school population.

Mr. GOODLING. Last year, as I remember, Research for Better
Schools brought a piece of legislation to the Hill, dealing, I think,
with citizenship education. I did not get involved in that, but I do
know that the ranking member at that time had a lot of problems
with that.

Do you see a difference between what was .presented last year,
and this new piece of legislation?

Ms. PRES/DOWN. I should distinvish, if I am correct, the labora-
tory itself was not directly related with that Iwislation. A member
of our staff was, and continues to be intereted in that legislation.
But it is riot primarily the laboratory's interest.

We have been following that in terms of activities that are going
on with that bill, and we are certainly interested, from the point of
view that we feel that citizen education is an important area to be
looked into by the Government and, hopefully, in terms of influenc-
ing schools.

But I think I would draw a distinction between the laboratory's
formal role on that bill, and what has taken place. I would say that
we would like to see the work that is being proposed and we would
be glad to discuss it or raise issues. But formally ape:eking, we, as a
laboratory, have not been involved in that. We are interested in the
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area, however, and concerns of legislation in fundini it, particularly
in terms of the questions for quality, of being able to install such
programs, to monitor them appropriately through the State agencies
that they come through.

That is what our question is, in fact: What role could we play
with our States that we are working with, to give them a better
program development in their State for their own ends, and what
can we learn from our own site research that could possibly suggest
models of implementation, or what are the problems of implementa-
tion that, hopefully, someone will resolve without everyone to
discover them on their own.

Mr. GOODILING. As I indicated, I don't really have that much
trouble with. citizenship education, if I know exactly what citizen-
ship education is. Everyone understands what it is. I do have a
problem with the ethics education. As an administrator for many,
many years, I never got too many calls about how well or how
poorly reading, writing and arithmetic were taught. But, any time I
had opinionated teachers who taughtI had a POD teacher, for
instance, who taught republicanisi* He did not teach problems of
democracy. It probably was not too bad in that district because it
was a totally Democratic district. At least the ycungsters heard both
sides. But those are the kinds of things with which I-always ran into
problems. The teachers became opinionated on their ideas of mor-
als, their ideas of ethics, et cetera. Then you'run into a real family
probleLn.

Ms. ThltICSSKISEN. I tkink that the area is an area in which you can
get controversy. There is prOfessional responsibility involved in- any
teacher's work but particularly if you are going to be in the
position of the /10D teacher, or the-viA.zts teachers and interpreting
current istory to your students m your own particular
interpre ion.

I thinW that this Ls where sound professional practice must come
forth, and in particular thetarea should be sensitive to what has
been lived through by many teachers in social studies for a long
time. There is a bask knowledge of what sound practice is anti
representjng the many sides of an issue--ifi` what you are teaching to
youngsters, which is you want' them to learn how to think well. You
must represent that in your classroom with sound practices of
inquiry and locating wHources and so on.

So it is not indoctriAation that I should hope your bill is going
after in terms of providing citizenship, but rather sound inquiry and
questioning, and finding answers, and.resolving issues from all the
sources of information that can he taed How to toich that
effectively in the classroom, is a profess4al matter, and one upon
which there is a great deal of literatuiljand practice that can be
tapped.

Part of the problem is bringing that information to the profes-
sional educators who are very busy irjring to figure what do you do
with those 3:i or 40 youngsters Monday morning.

Mr. GoonuNG. I can only remember that I supervised an awful
lot of teachers that I would not want in the business of teaching
ethics education to my children, I suppose. That causes a real
coneern
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Ms. PRESSMEN. There is nothirj to say against the teacher
examining the teachers"Alues afrme same time.that one teaches
the course. It could be very e htening.

Chairman PERKINS. Did you rer teach before you became re-
search director?

Ms. PRICSSKISEN. Senior high school, in which case I did teach
American Government, economics, geography, world affairs, world
cultu,res. I have done some part-time teaching in junior high
schools, and supervised programs in elementary and junior high
schools, supervised student teachers in tip field in a number of
subject areas, i ing American history, world history, and gov-
ernment and psycho

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. We appreciate your
appearance.

Our next witness is Ms. Mary Ann Kirk, executive director,
Center for Citizen Education here in Washington, D.C.

Go ahead, Ms. Kirk.

STATEMENT OF MARY ANN KIRK, VICE CHAIRWOMAN. VALUES
EDUCATION COMMISSION OF MARYLAND

MS. KIRK. My name is Mary Ann Kirk. I am executive director of
the Center for Citizenship Education, but I am here as vice
chairwoman of tile first Valut% Education Commission in America.

This commission was established by the General Assembly of
Maryland. It was appointed by the Governor. Its purpose iS to assess
what is going on in our State in values, citizenship edueation, and as
a result of these findings, to make recommendations toward
implementation.

I am here to make Ec case for citizenship education, and T would
like to begin by saying that: How is it possible that a young person
can grow up in this country, and not think he has anything to lose
if he robs a bank?

How is it possible that our young peopl can know what they can
get out of the system, but not know rhat they must give in
return. And how can the responsibilities o true ownership in one's
codntry exist if either of these two are absent?

A young miurrecently appeared before a Federal Grand ury on
which I am serving, facing a 25-year sentence for bank robbery.
Twenty-five years old and no previous criminal record.
all asked, "did you do it?" His answer: "I needed the mon y, and I
didn't think I had anything to lose." "Nothing to lose," he said, with
tears streaming down his face as tie thought about the 25 years
away from his fiunily in prison

"Nothing to lose!" How can we graduate or bring up a citizen in
this country from our educational institutions, and they think thia
they have nothing to lose if they rob a hank. I wept for him, too,
and so should we all. But for how longgshall we weep until we
seriously help him and others like him ih America today?

My home 'was burned recently by arson, less than 3 weeks
ago. So I have been living in a hotel. I have been looking for places
to live A very startling thing has conic to my attention, when [ am
looking for a place to !iv ._ We are building places surrounded by
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fortresses. The belt place fi) live is the best place with the best
security.

So as I drive up looking for an apartment, until I rebuild my
.home, I go by a guard, then I go into an apartment building. I On
being watched on television. Everything is a precaution for security.
Is that the trend in America today, I arik myself, that we go from
lock to lock, to look? .

We have a Statue of Liberty on the east coast. May we now erect
on the west coast, either physically or symbolically, another statue,
the statue of responsibility, in ordet to remind America in between
the two statues that we have no rights in this country without
corresponding duties.

'These words are part of an address by Bishop Fulten J. Sheen
that he gave on Honor America Day, which is July 4 in this
.country, at the Lincoln Memorial.

In order to remind America, in order to reinstill the sense of
belonging and pride, of dedication and responsibility of our young
people, there needs to be programs of education in our schools arid
communities. No one sip with his heart, "This,Land Is My Land,
This Land Is Your Land, who has not been carefully taught.

For many today, the positive of American seems remote and
unrelated to the sometimes brutally difficult world in ich we
live. Inflation gnaws at the well-being of all of us; p oy ent is
like an ugly beast which has caught some of us and threatens
others; so al:w is street crime and vandalism. Our politicjaps have
disa 4 inted us, and when we lift our eyes beyond ouiThational
neig rhood, the uncertain stability within and among nations
conjures up frightening possibilities.

Many Americans, in this post-Vietnam, post-Watergate era, have
become very self-critical about the wrong ways in which American
power has been exercised and it is not fashionable to speak with
any rifird of the military contributions to freedom, or the self-
sacrifi of most of our great politicians, or the technological bene-
fits to society.

I was at the Holocaust commemoration at noon today, and
President Carter said that he asked the people of the United States
to observe this solemn anniversary of the liberation of Dachau with
appropriate study, prayers, and commeniorative as a tribute to the
spirit of freedom, justice and compassion which AMericans for.wibt
to preserve. So our military contribution is a very thing, indeed, arM
is not to be criticized.

What should never be forgotten and .what should always be
emphasizrxl is the passionate and effective reality of our country's
belief in freedom, and what we have done to bring it to others. We
need to pause and _marvel at the process by which millions of
Americans whose ancestors were enslaved have been given full civil
rights and are being given full economic opportunities.

All minority groups have been admitted to the feast of democracy
it is the golden thread that runs throughout our history, and it is
witnessed by the ethnic richness of American life. It is the most
positive side of America that we strive always to represent the best
of democracy, and we.continue to grow positively by so doing.
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'Yes, we must pause and marVel, but we must also continue to
interweaVe the principles of democracy throughout the lives of our
young people now and in the years to come.

This can be done through well thought out programs of education
in the schools and among parents t. engender a positive, caring
attitude toward dne's self, one's-nation add society. It is possible to
have programs in citizenship education -11hit reach out beyond
s^ific courses in government and civics, courses that include those
disciplines that contribute to the, personal development which is so
essential to citiwnship in American society, and motivate students
to be good citizens.

Most educational programs in American schools neglict -
development. Yet of what utility are increaaed know and
intellectual skills if their possessors lack the self-know - the
ego, and cominitment to act on their own convictions in construc-
tive ways?

Many of our young people have become alienated in our rapidly
changing society because they simply lack the essential self-esteem
to participate. You gain self-esteem through achievement, but who
can schieve at our hour of life that is achievement unleis stumbling
blocks are removed? These are different for different people, and
have to be addressed accordingly.

Unless *re achieve, alma we can react out with something of.
value to give, how can we be motivated to participate in smarm-
tive ways in society? When we participate, it means that we are
included:To be included means that we are cared about., that we
are respected for what we are and for what we can do. Because we
are cared about, we reciprocate. We care. Then, this country really
becomes ours..

We are then proud to belong to it, and we seek to behave in ways
that contribute to its well-being and not just our own.

Citizenship education includes people in their role as uniqu
human beings in their role' of good citizenship. It teaches principles
applied in context to life. It is a unique kind of affirmative action
where teachers can be trained in the how to really look at the
individual and teach the principles of suceess, so that a student who
has not achieved s4riificantly is not always doomed to failure.

Jesse Jackson mils it . compassionate education. W. Clement
Stone's philosophy is that you must let the individual know that he
is important by helping to reveal his richt* to himself. Abraham
Maslow says that "what a man can be, he must bet" and "that
either people do fine and ; things and feel good about them-
selves, or they do contempti de things and feel despicable."

Is there a more important goal for the future of democratic
society than to teach our young people the way that our democratic
principles can be ap in their own lives, and thus motivate them
toward ethical, ng, responsible citizenship that not only makes
for a better Am rice and a better world, but will ultimately insure
the survival of ur planet.

My testimony ay reflects my work on the Education Commit-
tee of Religious eritage of America, a group of distinguished
leaders from 'throughout A erica who sponsored a program called
rediscover America. This pfogram sought ways to help America
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become more honest, have more integrity and encourage more
caring for others.

One-of the'ways resulted in the first Values Education Commis-
sion in America. The 221imin commission, appointed by the Gem*
nor, was established by the General Assembly of Maryland through
the efforts of Senator lawrence Levitan and the Honorable Eugene

elipinder, both of Montgomery County, Md.
It is com of respected leaders in ethical and religious schol;

arship, pubTe ttiind private education, business, industry, communi-
cations, sports, law, government and politics. Its principal aim is the
consideration of how educational institutions can play a greater role
in'th4 development of personal ethics and the reaffirmation, updat-
ing and cleqfication of the vAlues, inherent in a democracy.

OPne of thefirst acts of the commission was to establish that there
was nothing in court decisions that would preclyde the fetching of
ethical content: It has been made equally -cleAr that the schools
have both the right and the duty to instill into the mind of pupils
those moral principles whith are so pecessary to" a well-ordered
society. ,

This information will be disseminated to all our schools in Mary-
land so teachers Can feel a certain legitimacy in their teaching of
ethics and values. -

Our second act has been to divide our State into six iegions for
the purpose of going out into the State to assess what is or is not
happening to teach the values of good citizenship.

We will investigate ...what is going on in the schools that is
contrary to the standards of democracy, and how extensively the
total disregard for property is. We will look into interpersonal
relations within the school and the failure to enforce the lew
therein.

We will try to determine what kind of leadership is needed to
bring about good discipline in the school. We will ask questions of
school principals like: If you could structure the school the way you
would want to deal with current prcoblems, how would you do it?

What would you need in terms of additionariguidelines from your
school board? What do you need from your staff? Do you need
additional powers? How can the principles of good flehavior, good
citizenship be enforced, annot iust talked about?

In.sthis way, we would hope to come up with a structure, so- that
iour schools could be organized to teach good sitizenship.

The commission is an important mechaniffn to deal with the
views of citizens in the State that have various interests in order to
define and guide State policy in citizenship educaeion. In this way,
scholars with expertise in .citizenship education, administrators,

.
teachers, students and lay citizens, representatives of, various pro-
fessions and occupations cat be brought together very effectively in
a forum which will help hring about a consensus that will command
public acceptance and support.

It is important in an area like citizenship education that wide
representation be achieved and reflected in State policy. So we have
taken an important first step in Maryland.

The bill today provideti for stants to States to Mika schools to
carry on programs to teach the principles of citizenship and ethics,
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'and we need that. However, on April 4, 1979, Mr. Bennett intro-
duced another bill with the Honorable Carl Perkins called Educa-
tion for Responsible Citizenship Act, H.g. 3443, and it provides forstate grants also.

It ao provides guidelines for development of model programsand I think that is of utmost importance. For in this way citizenship
education can grow to be structured strong and responsive to each
and everyone of us in the beautiful kaleidotcope that represents thediversity which is the strength of America.

Also, I understand that Senator Jennings Randolph intends tointroduce a like bill in the senate, which has the added provision
that States will match moneys for grants in citizenship education.
This is tmportant to insure ownership in the program, and acontinuing interest in implementation.

So while I give testimony to support monetary help to the State
to implement citizenship education, at the same time, T urge sup-37rt for Mr. Bennett's broader and more comprehensiVe bill, H.R.43.

Chairman PEsausts. Let me ask you a question. Do you know nowof any States that prohibit the teaChing or eft-her ethics orcitizenShip?
Ms. KIRK. Not to my knowledge, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you very much for your excel-lent testimony.
The next witness is Mr. Ivan Hill, president of the Ethics Re-search Center, American View Point, Inc., Washington.

4,-)LCome around, Mr. Hill. Without objection, your statement will beinserted in the record, and you can proceed in any manner that youprefer.

STATEMENT OF IVAN HILL. PRESIDENT ETHICS RESEARCH
CENTER. AMERICAN VIEWPOINT. INC.

Mr. Hiu.. Mr. Chairman, American Viewpoint is a 7-year-old,nonpartisan. nonsectarian, nonprofit edu t snal corporation,originally Created to foster good citizenship iy e United States.As one who has labored many years to at hen the ethicalunderpinnings of our societ , I welcome any eff that will serve tofoster this goal. That is w y I speak now in reference to the billunder consideration here today.-
Further. I have long admired your colleague, Congressman

Charles Bennett, for his devotion to better ethics. Therefore, I amespecially glad to have this opportunity. I do not appear aa one fromthe church, or from the field of education. I have been a business-man, an entrepreneur who has enjoyed and benefitted from livingand working in a country that has provided economic and .politicalfreedom and an environment that has permitted a human being toachieve a fair measure of one's hirman potential.
For f; years I have served as the full-time. nonpaid president

American Viewpoint, Inc., an organization founded 57 years'ago by a group of outstanding educators for the urpose of promot-
organization was relatively inactive due to the ailing health and
ing good citizenship. For several years precedin y presidency, the
advancing age, of my predecessor.
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Since I joined American Viewpoint, we have concentrated all our
efforts on dthe task of restigmatizing dishonesty, and improving
ethics in America, trying to keep America honest enough to stay
free.

Perhaps the decade of the 1960's will be remembe as the
period when ethics was born anew, along with accelera decay.
We saw new life being formed as is often true in nature. was a
time when there was an ever-increasing amount of talks abou thics
on television programs, and in newspaper headlines.

The expanding discussion was punctuated by some soul-search
issuesthe confrontation with Russia in the Cuban missile cris
civil rights, Vietnam,, and men on the moon. The events of th
sixties nurtured a mood of introspection and meditation. We won
dered whatwas real, what was right, and what would come ne
Then cafli Watergate.

Watergate in itself, with all its tragedy and trauma, was simpli a
manifestation of the mores of our society. It was the opening of the
Watergate door that allowed us to`see the magnification of the flaws
in the ethical framework that holds together our democratic
system.

But Watergate also showed the strength of the foundation-II-Ai
for us by those who founded this country. Wonderfully, we have not

1 lost faith in our democratic institutions, in the freedom or in the
structure of our private enterprise system. But many, very many
citizens have lost faith in the way in which the system is
implemented.

Throughout America there is a ferment of discontent about the
lack of ethics, the loWering of moral standards and the widespread
vulgarization of our national culture.

Because our organization is solely devoted to the tad of strength-
ening the ethical. underpinnings of the United States, we have
received thousands of letters and phone calls about ethics. We have
wondered if th sple who Wrote or called us just happened to
have had a rather lear concept of the practical meaning of ethics,
or did they reprz...: nt the public generally.

To-find out, we e,enducted a survey among a random sample of
persons old and ys ng, with different incomes, of different ethnic
backgrounds and occupations. We found that the TV commentators
and newspaper porters have been correct in assuming that almost
everyone 4andersi,4s,what they are talking about when they
discuss ethics.

Doubtless the media bis greatly aided the public in its under-
standing of ethics. Eigh y-six percent of all persons interviewed
associated ethics with rules and standards, morals, right and wrong,
values and honesty.

Interesting y, however, we found that most wople do not consider
lying as dis nest. The dishonesty begins at the level of stealing in
this socicW today, based sgi. the interviews that we have made.

he significant point in Mills is that while almost everyone knows
whkt the word ethics means, very few understand the direct rela-
tion ip between the ethical and moral strength of a society and its
abilitto remain economically and politically free.

.)
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--. Several years ags in1 of Britain's more critical moments, a
mber of Parr ent stated 'that "a society wliich runs on a

s
ways be

m thaLmak no eff th come to terms with, morality will
actory aid become unmanageab%." tritain hag

dvome difficult problem, but look at America now!
dw long can we survive n freedom and do so little to stop the

erosion of faith in governm nt, in business, in the professions, in

..., education, and even in the church?
.N,.- toThomas Paine, whose Common Sense essays contributed so much

inspiring the men and women who won the American Revolu-
..." tion, once said that a long jurbit of thinking a thing wrong, gives it a

# I"' superfi6iWappearance of being right: _So it if: today with our

m nt , bribery, kickbacks, vandalism, arson, and the cor-of dishonesty, sleazy ethics, graft, shoplifting,
embezzle
ruption t flows from #the b*ness and power of organized crime.
The art of compromise and willingness to go alone seems to have
destroyed our capacity for conviction*. .

There are mAny4iho speak loudly And ofteri about how niuch

-- they love free enterprise, our private enterprise economy. But don't
they know that implicit concept of capitalism is a high degree of
honesty and mutual trust?

Yes, they do know t1/41iis, but only a few have had the courage and
the independence to stand up, to speak out and to act to demand
honesty, especially have they failed to demand honesty and respon-
sibility from their peers;

Some of our young businessmen already believe that they cannot
meet their goals, hit their sales and profit targets without being
dishonest. We must understand and accept honesty as-a basic
working social principle.

Honesty at all levels of business can contribute . to efficiency;
increase the. rate of productivity, and strengthen the concept of
"profits in perpetuity." For the individual, we must make being
honest the sociallY and culturally safe way to be, the in thing,
maybe even fashionable:- ..J break the prison of peer group
pressure at the public level..

Man cannot de,Lize, however a of his values from the
norrnatives of his 715eriety. Nor s. . d we expect any society, to
remain free if technology imposes e cooperation and order while
greed and comeption usurp law.

One of the basic philosophical reasons for increasing importance
of ethics is tfiat we are too rapidly, passing out of that world where :
mankind did' no _understand and therefore feared tife forces of 1°

.. n ture, and in a saientific_world where we do not understand man
a 1 his purpcses and we fi!hr the forces of man. '

ose who respect technology and understand its enormous pot4n-
tial for good must hasten to pass the word' that dishonesty will
pervert and destroy science. Truth is basic t,4 science. The more
scientific we become, the more automated, the greater the need for
the ethical man, one who is responsible and accountable, who
only concerned with Our own good behavior hut with the welfa f
others and of maultind as a whole.

There are those who say we are at peace, that we are fighting no
wars anywhere. That seeggns to be true. But we are actually being

I
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Chairman Pinnprol, Yckstate'h* your telet,AnonY that most people
.ituisierstami what.the 'whole areaet Wiles ancodipassel. However,

.:de xoti feet.:that,,there..illo. agreetneht *ithin the eountry
Wait what these fretlues to' be rot th**ates. to come up with

. 7,5 couilies_that will.16acce a
3

. Hki.,.. J the...fniet -plait 4 k we .ittould 'consider' that It
i . may, tin* r- us tOreconceiye t e,Whole idol of valtle teaching in

./..' ..'.thiris ntry.'We havtipialykell the (*or syistgms, and the materi-
..

:,, 4.. eta thakare Mist Olp.tbr.4',uted:liVe think that ethics is more nfa
..., ..i .i scienCe. ' .",''` ' ''- '..- '.J.

& ' Ethics,is .Li filialter of "cooperaiiati And *mini, and survival. The
. .,

-, - °I' kg nowinvorini fiiiiiitleiht as a way for man to
trvive. e -4t. aattiropoliWgists ear that is the way man

, , -.

hitaine infio, iPwaSnot-bYssaertiveness, or survival of the fittest,
,

',- .' butkbr t. Ahe. oompilori, 811,
v , ..,' . , r. ScisI this* thoseare W Orinci
' f ..-Ch4itinan-Pikanis. DoS,ou feel' tJat the.approach that is taken in

.0,,. bliff.t0;thettirill skas111`tie"pursuatt, and, passed in the Congress oft , ' t:the IinitedStatea? ' -'

J Ih:. 4 Vr.**1-111.0 ,My (iitil trds,.WhateVer May be the various differ-', .. *Aced ohitiiitiod4as to W ethics is, or is not, how it shoukl be
.. ,or.kovtii,shoukl a taktght, this country so desperately. ave ttention used on the problems of values that

:, - . : thili bill, if it Erresntfd -o a beginning, would warrant the
...: ' %: * tsu -ol'eveiyobe In the gress... .

- * y feeling thatif yoU implei ent it in the way that Congressman,........
. /Ort

,
. ftenoett. half indicated, by goin into one or twd States and also

';' ?",.... shtyrinkttie bents,cbother organizations, the Reiwarch foi_Better
4 *hods id Philadelphia, or Mr. Goble, thooe, there is plenty that

pad be done right now, and there is much that should be done, apd
aticonld be done very quickly.

... 'Cliairmith PainuNs. Thank you very much. You have made an
. .excel lent witness '

Tharilyou: .

-

10-
4
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The next wi Mr. Osoten V. FriSby, vice proddeutt.Govern-
ment Relations Office, Chase Manhattan Bank.

We are &lighted to hear from you, and wilcome you here, Mr.
Frisby. You may proceed in any mimper you prefer. Without
objecti on, your prepared statement Will be inserted in dm record.

Go ahead.
- [The prepared statement ,of Mr. Frithy followsi

April 18, 1979

mlimmarr NT OWEN V.FitIEBT

VICE PRESIDENT, TUN MASS MANHATTAN WE. N.A.
before the

Debcommittee an Elementary, Second-
ary & VOcational Ndecation

of the
comma on MONCATION AND LIMON

U. S. NOUSE.OF IMPAMONNTATIVES
on H.R. 123

4 '

Tuesday, April'24, 1979

sr.

My nAme is Owen V. Frisby: For a number f yea.rs

ha44 been vice president in charge of the Ms:hiIton

Office of The Chas. Manhattan WO mm statement.today

IP

is"as an individual and doee not necessarily reflect the

*

views of die Sank. On the other hand, it should also be

note4 that our senior management has publicly taken a

if

. a position till the need to strengthen the ethical underpinnings

of America and Anse ka one of the first corporation's to

formalize and announce a strong rode of ethics for i t A

officers antl employees.

4

4.



For a number of years I have had the pleasuie of

knowing and talking with various.Members of Cyngress,

4110. .

including the author of the legislation before this

sdbcommittee, Congressman Charles Bennett of Florida.

when he first iikoduced legislation to provide a modest

.toe

amount of federal funds to be used by the states to explore

adding materials and programs dealing with honesty'

and ethi6ii to the curriculum of the public,schbols, the

situation among our young people nation with

respect to deteriorating ethics was serious. Since then

the situation has grown considerably worsb.

Nr

In an article which I was asked to write .by the

publisher of SUCCESS UNLIMITED magazine. Mr. W. Clement Stone,

I mentioned that:
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. $40 billion a year or more is being lost to

white collar crime; (/

. there is $500 million a year in phystcar damage

and thievery by students and vandals to our

Classrooms !

there is a sIgnificant increase-per capita

in crimes against property;

IRO

there is a large increase in the use of drugs

and alcohol among young prople, along with

a number of cheating scaidals.

Since then, a great pdblic service wus performed,

on March 18th of this year hy the producers of CBS's

-0 Minutes" in showing a segment which graphically

portrayed the large number of physical assaults against
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teachers by students throughout the country& According

to the transcript of the program, each year *ore than

60,000 teachers are assaulted, thousands more are L/

threatened with guns, knives, Chains and bare fists.

The program went on to mention that these figures were

probably low because teachers in many schools do not

even report many additfonal incidents. The program

concluded on a somber note showing the actual funeral

oU a teacher who had been killed in the classroom.

In a column in the CHICAGO TRIBUNE several

years ago, Harold Blake Walker made the following

observations:

."We are disposed to think naively that our

ethical inhibitions thwart the possibilities

of self-satisfaction. And we conclude that
if we could learn to defend ourselves against

the demands of conscience by deifying our-
selves, life would be a song. Seeking onl?
private self-realization, we can avoid the

demands ot the world and smother the summons

of vonscIence."
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*Inamany ways the new therapies of self-
realization are a revival of the ancient
'philosophy of hedonimm, which holds that
pleasure is tha principal good and should
be the aim of all action. The private
self is the arbiter of behavior, and the'
only evil is that which thwarts the pleasure
of the self. Unfortunately, the doctrine

ilk obscures all ethical responsibility and
all sense of community."

"ft was Robert Browning who remarked
perceptively that 'man seeks only his own
godd at the whole world's coet'. Be might
havg added Chat maseseeks only his own
good at his own cost, too. The life that
is committed only to the demands of the
self leads to self-hatred, not to self-
fulfillment. The.quest for private self-
realization that excludes other concern
and ethical values results not in happiness
but in misery."

In a broader sense what we have seen in the peat

few decades is a significant deterioration in the delivery

systems that used to channel valpes from one generation to

another. When our country was founded and we still had the

little red schoolhouse, the textbooks in our public schools

carried a large amount of value-oriented material and

stressed patriotism, the Golden Rule, having regard for
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other people, and heroes in American society. Up until

the past decade the McGuffey Reader was another manifestation of

^
these wholesome Shared values of ouir smciety. But in

recent years the school books and curriculum have been

systematiosilly shorn of these kinds of materials and

4

concepts and a moral and ethical neutralism or agnoaticiam

has been invoked.

Whereas peer pressure had traditionally been

'directed against the few who might cheat on exams or

steal from.the local market, in many of our schools today

the peer pressure has been reversed--and the ity of

our students either feel that cheating and lying, are
4

justified, or at least feel they should look the other

way when someone else does it.. Heroes have frequently

a
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been.debunked, patriotism in slyly ridiculed, and

respect for our institutions gradullly undermined.

Another of our traditionallh6livery systems

for values has been the family. Although there is4

still a good deal of important values transmitted

from fathers and mothers to their children, the family

itself has been greatly weakened by major increases

in divorce, working mothers wbo leave their children

in whole or in part to fend for themselves, and traveling

fathers who increasingly are away from home. In addition,

the family dinner, table which had traditionally been a

411.

.bulwark for sharing inspiration, instruction and guidance

and for family ea-sion, it has been frequently torn

asunder bylihe absence of working parents, the desire to

6
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eat quickly in order to,w4tch the evening news on

television, or a pubber of other diversions which

reduce the amount of.time available between fathers

and mothers and their sons ana daughters.

Since our culture is structlited to produce

less ebphasis on ethics, honesty and doing the right

thing., the watchword now is frequently /to yo own

thing--and the heck with everybody else*. In this

It

atmosphere and with the lack of reinforcement in tha

schools and in the family, we have had a tremendous

increase in drug addiction, alcoholism, and in the

number of young people Oho feel confused and lost as

to the purpose of their life, with the loss of meaningful

values and guidepogts for measuring their conduct.

a

4,
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Another manifestation of this situation is the

alarming increase) among young people in joining cults.

What happened in,Jonestown sent shock waves throughout

the whole nation and perhaps will encourage parents and

children alike to examine the Implications of joining

cult, and why young people feel driven into such

itL4

extreme action.

Perhaps we could learn something from other

societies around the world, includir4-3apan. A recent

article in the DETROIT NEWS pointed out that in Japan

they only have 1.8 murders per 100,000 people, while

in Am'efica we have 8.8. In Japan there are 1.8 robberies

per 100,000 population, and in America we have 187.

17
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In Japan there is a higher priority on teaching values in

the schools: there is a family cohesion which serves as a

deterrent to- anti-social behaviem because of the stigma

attached to all members of the family. The article also

points out that even business leaders of companies in

Japan will frequently pdblicly apologize for the misconduct

of an employee of their company. Cooperation between

business, labor and 'the government is at a premidt;

citizens work with the police in-uncovering criminal

behavior, and acting illegally or unethical4 is out

of step with the cultural norm in Japan.

What ye need in Americawhich can,partly be

done through the schoOls-- is a restiqndtiziflq of dis-
'i9

honesty as a cultural norm and to again make it popular,

particularly among young.people, to be honest, ethical,
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patriotic and to have a regard for others. We need to,

encourage young people to stand up fpr what is right,

NN 1!
even if they have to.stand alone among their friends

and peers at school. Wit/Oka materials in the curriculum

and much emphasis on character building in the

classroom and in our homes: we will not produce as

zany fUture leaders as we need to solve the enormoua

number of problems that will ace the next generation.

0

It is true that we have a large number of young

e,

people who are honest, ethical and do follow the Golden

Rule: they do not lie, do pot cheat apd do'not steal.

But in aUr highly interdepen4ent technological socieiy

we cannot continue to maintain political and econqmic

freedom unless a large majority of.our young people and

citizens generally are honest. Political and ecohomic



freedom preaupposesaa high-degree of honesty for such

.-a system to survive.

eb

*In conclusio4, what is important is not the

precisq nuMber of doll rs or the exact mechanism \

may be auggestpdifl this legislation or in any

other legislation or private sector programa that May

*attempt to deal with this problem in our schools.

What IS *vitally important is that the broad .deterioration

in our ethical base of conduct be reversed and that we

s4are with our young people in practical.www our values,

a better explanation of the social utility of our free

society, and the importance to them and to our nation

of the Golden Rule of being honest and ethiCal, and having

regard for others.
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The benefils of Such an effort in the schools,.

in our homes and in the media wiould certainly be vast.

It would mean less crime, less drug.addiction, less

alcoholism, less violence in the classroom: less

cheating on Nkams, less inflation because of a reduction in

retail theft: more productivity, and a much happier society.

Though long overdue, the Members of this

sdbcommittee Eire to be congratulated for putting

this subject on the agenda of t Congress and the

nation. It is hoped that the dongress, the private

*
sector, enlightened Leaders in our educational'

est!SblisMet774Whd the me can work together to

more successfully address this massive national problem.
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I would like to conclude by quoting from

a speech which one of the other witnesses, /van Hill,

president of American Viewpoint, Inc., delivered on .

September 23, 1974 in Williamsburg, Virginia:

"We must make mass media efforts to
achieve a. Consensual validation within
the public at large that honesty is

safe, selfish and very practical. It's

urgent. WanY people are really afraid
to be forthright and honest. It leaves.

them difenseless and open to arrows of

criticism. They-became evasive and
evasiveness soon develops intb dishonesty.

This is unintentional; it's an environ-

mental response.

"Doubltess, much good work has been done

in the behavorial sciences and in the

humanities. But our schools, our educators,
'our foundations may be spending too much
time and too many billions in the esoteric

areas of the arts and humanities and not

nearly enough on ethics and values, on the

morality that gives meaning and purpose te

all edlicationto life itself. I am fraid__
that too many of our educational leaders

have not only overlooked the transcendental

basis but also the scientific basis for the

Golden Rule. And while the faculties of our
universities demand to be academically free;

they seem to forget that back of anyone's
individual freedom must be a free society."

II
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ETHICS
Coathused Pros A-1

herst College the percentage orcheat
els woks even higher 41percent

Eighty percent of institutors in
the Carnegie survey reported mint*
non of periods< alm a serious problem.
Princeton University indicating arti-
cles on septrin were torn out of 100
journals. Claremont College reported
15,000 volumes missing In 20 years
and Tufts Ifni versitt that 8 percent of
its library books disappear annually

TO STOP the further deterioratiOn
of campus ethics, the council, which
is stipported by the Carnegie Founda-
tion, recommended that institutions
attack specific abuses

Potential students can protect
themselves from institutional claims
by becoating better Informed about
what is smelly offered before enroll-
ing Regional sccrediting agencies
shoeld become more thorough watch-
dtip and make public their findlikgs
of bed practices, the wawa] saki.

State governments should drop
their hands-off policies and "assume
primary responsiblity for education
within their boundaries," setting
minimum standards and screening
nut "clearly Interior programs offered
by non acxredited" institutions, the
coungl continued And the federal
government should more closely re-
view requests for US Office of Edina
Om recognition by occrediting trent.
lotions, the council said

On the plus side, the council said
that higher education "has made post
five contributiont tn ethit al
t (minim! The council commended,
r (Alleges for "greatly ex pepding equal
up of opportunity" for bliPks, women
and the poor providing foruhi for
national revues, inch as !VII rights
A9d the Vietnam War. and wrvihit atli
dents in such way that met of them
are satisfied with the institutions
they attend

Tbe council study found that
-grade inflation ii problem thr.roigh
out the (lunar with 71 percent of
thole answering a tu73 Carnegie poll
oiling it WrItolll The proportion ol

atordents with on A or ft grade point
average owe from IS on SSP pert Not Ile
,Wreil IWO nip( thwir wilt,
a CI- 11113 *-T t i
ii prt rig f "'Ia. ii i4,14

At the same time troattfotions are
11./Ilf,1114( trtfits mtte liherelly the
silm. of -.m111 7,! iv rtVr. I

fru off aorapas Wt ;,p to lc self
atooty trlevImm ororit, tttt ,tf

they can pais a test showing they
know the content of courses they
have Dot taken

Other schools have added cou
qusrements. the council said, in
to "find students" for "overstaffed de
paytments lam ultzend unemployed
graduate fisststantstesch Others
have expanded their esteasion pro.
grams, offering courses in many
states, often with little quality con-
trol

ADVERTISING and Information
provided by scbools is often mislead-
ing, the council found, with catalogs
and recruiters failing tolndlcate that
some COunles are oared infra.
quently. Other course have long
waiting lists Some facty members
teach only part-time or It st all

Some schools fire lomitring
sious standards as theicoIlage-aged
pOpplation in the United States de
clines. ent are net providing the addi-
tional support services seeded by the
less capable students resulting in
more dropouts, the council *aid

A related phenemenon, the council
said. Is the search for foreir !Indents
who can pay tuition, qualiMd or not
Foreign student enrollment rate 1.1
percent in a single academie year,
froM 179,000 in 1976 77 to 203,100 in
197775
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STATEMENT OF OWEN V. FRISBY, VICE PRESIDENT, GOVERN-
MENT REIATIONS OFFICE, CHASE MAMIATTAN BANK

Mr. .Faisay. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Owen V. Frisby. For a number of years I liave been

vice president in charge of the Washington Office of te Chase
Manhattan Bank. .

My statement today is as an individual and does not nessarily
reflect the views of the Bank. On the other hand, it should bèpoted
that our nior management has publicly taken a position o the
need to rengtben the ethical underpinnings of America and Chase
was one the first corporations in the country to formalize and
announce a strong code of ethics for its officers and ita employees.

I want to pick up my text a little later, but I want to make a few
general comments first of' all.

With reSpect to whether or not we know what ethics is, is there
enough agreement. I think this was your last question to Ivan Hill,
in the population generally as to some things that we could teach in
the way of ethics and values. I think, on some of the basics, there is
clearly a very overwhelming public support fo't bending the twig, if
you will, in the area of the Golden Rule, the area of honesty, and
not lying, not cheating on exams, not stealing, generally what ia
considered by the Albert Schweitiser definition of having a regard
for other people, and other-le's property.

I think that thoee basic thingicould be stressed. I think once you
get beyond that, you May get into areas of controversy where you
would have to' thke it on a case-by-case basis.

It seems to me that mit also ought to keep in perspective what we
.- are up against. If the chairman would agreei _I think that it miffht
'be of interest to the committee and to the Members of the entire
Congress to have inserted in the record the complete textof about a
20-minute segment that was recently telecast on CBS's,60 Wails
prwram, on violence in the classroom. I think that it might 'be
helpful to have the exact text, which they were kind enough to
furaish.

[The ,.document referred to above retained in committee files!
FMr. RISBY. I don't know how many of you had the chance to see

this program, but I think that if any of you did, you would be
shocked and would be clearly impressed with the' incredible prob-
lem we have in our classrooms today from the standpoint of
physical violence.

In this program, they started with an introductory comment that
there is some 00,000 reported cases of violence against teachers by
their students in the classrooms of America. The program pointed
out that they have everything from bicycle chains to knives, and
every other weapon that you can imagine, used against teachers,
either actually used against them or threatened.

They interyietwd a lot of teachers who reported being attacked,
either on the playground or on the schbolgrounds, or actually in the
chuNroorn itse . frequently without any help from any other stu-
dents, or from ther faculty members.

'The program t agically ended 'on a note of an actual funeral of a
teacher that had ictually been killed, and what was said about that
teacher at the funeral

*g,
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Vie program also pointed out that for every case of physical
violence that is actually reported to the authorities or tki the
policedoubtless there are a number of others that for various
reasons are never even reported. ..

The second thing, I think, that might be worthy to' keep in mind
in terms of perspective is one of the statistics that I mentioned on
page 3 of my formal testimony, and that is, in ballpark figures, we
are talking about $500 million a year of physical destruction in our
classrooms. Frank Goble mentioned the tremendous improvement
from the standpoint of physical destruction in some of the places
like Indianapolis that have actually had programs of value educa-
tion, which had a meaningful imma on the students.

When you think that this bill that Congressman Bennett is
talking about, and other members of the committee, is calling for,$5
million for a nationwide sort of survey effort to find out what is
being done, and what might be done to teach values in the public
schools, and you measure that against the $500 million just ia terms
of broken windows and broken -blackboards, and stolen movie pro-

trs, and things of that type, we are talking about 1 percent of
ethvalue of the physical destruction in the classroom in terms of

the affirmative side of trying to do something about it in a construc-
five way.

It seems to me that even if the program were not perfect, and
even though there may be flaws in it as it would go on a trial and
error basis, in terms of the problems that the Nation faces, and in
terms of the schools facing the problem, not only of cheating on
examsWe saw in the Washington Star, a front-pee article, last
week, this study that was put out by the Carnegie Foundation, of
massive cheating in our colleges throughout the country on a scale
that is much worse than we have had in previous years.

It showed a study showing inflated grades as a kind of. regular
Oractice that was creeping in in the high schools and colleges of
America. We have seen in the newspapers every few months a West
Point scandal or some other cheating scandal. There was another
series of articles in the Washingt.on Star about cheating in the
schools, the high schools around the Washington metropolitan area,
and of interviewing students, and the students saying that it was
commonplace in . many of their classrooms for the majority of
students to believe that cheating was justified. They felt that there
was nothing wrong with cheating on exams in school because they
were under pressure to get good grades to get on to college, and for
various other reasons, ranging from parental pressure to other
things that I just mentioned.

I would like, in the interest of saving time, to pick up from my
prepared statement on page 5, and emphasize a few points ihat I
have tried to raise in my written testimony.

In the broader sense, we have seen in the last few decades that
there has been a significant, deterioration in the delivery systems
that have been used to channel values from one generation to
another.

When our country was founded, and when we still had the little
red schoolhouse, the textbooks in our public schools carried a large
amount of value oriented material, which stressed patriotism, the
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Golden Rule, having a regard . for other peopre, and heroes in
American society.

Up until the recent past, the McGuffey Reader was another
manifestation of these wholesome shared values of our society. But
in recent years the school books and curriculum have been system-

. atically shorn of thei3e kinds of materials and concepts and a moral
and ethical neutralism or agnosticism introduced, which is now more
or less the rule in onr curriculum.

Whereas peer pressure had traditionally been directed against
the.few who might cheat on exams or steal from the local merchant,
in many schoolti today the peer pressure has been reversed, and-the
majority of our students either feel that cheating and lying are
justified, or at least feel that they should look the other way when
someone else does it.

espect for our. institutions gradually unde ed.
Heroes have frequently been debunked. Patriotism.ftly ridi-

culed, and rAnother
of our traditional delivery systems for values has been

the family. Although there is still a number of important "values
transmitted from fathers and mothers to their children, the family
itself has been greatly weakened by major increases in divorce,
working mothers that leave their children in whole or in part to
fend for themselves,cand travelling fathers who are increasingly

way from home.
In addition, the family dinner table Which had traditionally been

a bulwark for sharing inspiration, instruction and guidance and for
family cohesion, has frequently been torn asunder by the absence of
working parents, or thr desire to eat quickly in order to watch the
evening news on televisron, or, as some of our witnesses earlier have
pointA out, a lot of our yotvg people are not even interested in the.
news. They want to wateh a lot of other programs wInch have
considerably less value educationally and otherwise than watching
the news.

Since our culture is structured to produce less emphasis on ethics,
honesty and doing the right thing, the watchword is kequently "do
your own thing- -and the heck with everybody else."

In this atmosphere, and with the lack of reinforcement in ttte
schools and in the family, we have had a tremendous increase in
drug addiction, alcoholism, and in the number of people who feel
confused and lost as to the purpose of their life, with the low of
meaningful Values and guidePosts for measuring their conduct.

Another manifestation of this situation is an alarming increase
among young people in joining cults. What happened at Jonestown
sent shocks waves throughout the whole Nation, in fact the whole
warkl, and perhaps will encourage many parents and youngsters
alike to exaniine the implications of joining a cult, and why young
people feel driven into such extreme action.

Perhaps we could learn something from other societies around
the world, including Japan. A recent article which I read within the
last few days in the Detroit News, they pointed out that in Japan
they only hav only ,1.8 murders per 100,000 people, while in
America we ha 8.8, seven or eight times as many. In Japan, a-ley
have 1.8 re,bberies per 100,000 population, and in America We have
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187. That is almost lOO to 1 ratio in terms of robberies in Japan and
the United States. w

In Japan there is a higher priority on teaching Vailla$ ill the
schools. There is.a family cohesion which serves as a deterrent to
antisocial behavior because of the stigma that is attached 'to all
members of the family if one of their members ei-eateh a breach of,
the law or unethical act. .

The article also goes on to point out that even business leaders of
companies in Japan will frequently publicly apologize for the mis-
conduct of their employees. Cooperation between .blisiness, labor
and the government ts at a premium. Citizena work with the police
in uncovering criminal behavior, and acting illegally or unethically

anis out. of step frequently with the cultural norm in Ja .

I might also add that in the United States, up until last few
decades, this also was the norm, and there was a lot mo eniphasis
on 'the cohesion of the family. Unethical or illegal conduct was
much more stigmatized than it is today.

There have been other examples which have been publidized by
the press, and I 'think the press deserves a lot of commendation for
pointing to this problem, andjeing constructive and focusing upon
it.

For example, there 'have been articles that have recently shown
in Seattle, Wash., there is a major community effort to get at

* the arson, problem, which Mary Ann Kirk mentioned was at her
door just a few weeks ago, personally.

They pointed out, in .the experiwnt that they had there, that
when the community leaders, the religious leaders, the educational
leaders, the police, the schools and everyone else focused on this
problem, almost overnight theS% had a dramatic decrease in the
amount of arson that was being perpetrated...in the community of
Seattle.

There was a community awareness of it. The youngsters in school
were talking about it, perhaps even writing essays on why arson is a
bad thing. When the community came together, there was a differ-
ent attitude toward the subject than there previously had been.
There was sort of a detached attitude may be in the rat, but when
the media and thp community focused on it, .there wee; a major
improvement in the conduct in this particular area.

We have had similar examples as far as retail theft, and ihedia
and educational efforts to restigmatize stealing from storesads
on the back of buses in Washington, and efforts by the advertising
council and the like.

What we need in American is, not only through the schools, but
through other organizations, a restigmatizing of dishonest as a
cultural norm, and to make it popular, particularly among young
people to he honest and patriotic, and have a regard for other
people.

We need to encourage our young people to stand up for what is
right, even if they have to stand alone among their fr.. ds, or their
peers at school. Without materials in the curriculu , and -more
emphasis on character building in the classrooms and our homes,
we will not produce as many future leaders as we will need to solve
the enormous problems that are facing the Nation over the next
generation.

1
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It is true that a large number of young people are honest., and
follow the Golden Rule, and do not lie, do not cheat, and do not
steal. It is a good thing that we have that. Certainly, our whole
society has a majority of people who are honest, Or a free society
could not filittion.

.On the other hand, as Ivan Hill poir4ed out, as our society
becomes more interdependent, we cannot cl,ptinue to enjtiy political
and economic freedom unless a larger majority of people, particu-
larly young people, are impressed with the importance of honesty
and ethics, and hailing a regard for other people in their everyday
lives.

In conclusion, I don't think it is as significant as to exactly what
form of legislation is passed. I think. it would be veoyestbeneficial to
the Nation if something was done,, if at .least a m amount of
money *as appropriated, and if at least some direction on the part
of the Congress to the atates to get on with the job, and to encourage
innovation- and evaluation. If this were dale, at least, as an initial

I think perhaps even More important than the actual legislation
is the importance that this subject has been given by this committee
today, a rare hearing, indeed,.in fact one of the few that I am aware
of that the Congress has ever had on this particular subject.

I think that it would be encouraging if other committees of the
Congress, in the House and Senate, would focus on thia and related
questions. I know Senator Birch Bayh, for example, has had some
very interesting hearings on the American Family, and there have
keen, perhaps, other efforts in the Congreto along this line. But I
think more are needed.

In the media, we have had a very encouraging increaae in the
devotion to this subject. We have had a number of things ob "60
Minutes." Jesse Jackson. who Was hoping to be here today, was on a
20-minute segmeiA a few months ago on "60 Minutes." The Today
Show devoted a *hole week to interviews and focusing on teaching
.of valu& and °thee things in the public school system, and had a lot
of educators and others talk about this problem.

We had an hour-long documentary on NBC several years adb on
white-collar crime, whibh I think was a major contribution, and on
which Ivan Hill appeared, iilong with a number of other leaders.

I don't think that the problem is by shy means insurmountable.
There are a number of Members of .Congress who are interested in
this question, and they are speaking out in speeches around the
country, as well as this hearing today. There are a number of people
in the media, ranging from columnists to the networks, and newspa-
pers and editorial writers are focusing on various issues of the
problem

I think what we need is to realize that. we have a serious pro em
on our hands. and do all that we ban collectively to locus cons
tively on its solution.

Thank you very much
Chairman PERKINS Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODIANG. Just a couple of comments, Mr. Frisby, on th first

page of your statement, where you indicate that the puhl has
taken a position on the need to strengthen the e hical
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underpiimings of AMeri6a, and Chase became active in that, and
became very interested, etc.

May I merely say to that that fecently I had an oiiportunity to
spend about 26 hours in debate before a/group of students in a
college Irith Michael Po tante. I don't lifil.*r you are familiar
with Mibhael Polante, or not, but I will gaarantee you one thing.l'he
Chase Manhattan would be appalled to realize that he writes text-
books in the Area orsocial studies, ethics, moral values and.so on. It

ve ever done in this country. Our ole system is totally
is just unbelievable. According to him, there 41't anything right that
we ha
wrong. It has always been wrong, et cetera.

Speaking to all those college students, I did not have too much
difficulty lcause I realized that they were smart enough to see
through a lot of what he had to say. I challenged him to run for
office, so that he could put his money where his mouth is, or put his
mouth, where his something. is. But for high school students, it
would have been a 'different story, if Michael Polante had been
before them, giving that gospel:That is why I have this kind of fear.

Now, there is no question that you can cite statistics in Japan. It
goes back to the fact that things are changing in Japan, primarily
because they are becoming industrialized. They, too, are losing that
significant family influence.

There are peor4 who deal with the family, who say that perhain
the route that we should be going is trying to find some way to offer
support to the family so that, we can, in fact, go back to some of the
traditions because it was the family that promoted them.

Schools have not been too successful in substituting that family
influence. Now when you talk about BOO million Americans living
together who are not married, et cetera, you know, you are just
compounding all of these problems.

So, I think the family issue that you talk about in here is one of
the issues that we have to really study. We must try to find some
way to support the idea of stability .and families if, in fact, we are
going to do very maet about reversing the trend that we see, in my
estimation, in relationship to ethics.

Mr. FRISBY. Could I comlnent on that, Congressman? I would like
to make a couple of comments.

First of all, yesterday I had the privilege of addressing a co ven-
tion down in Williamsburg, Va., on the question of business e hics
and its relationship to less Government and a better America.
I also have had a chance, more or less on my own time, but being
introduced as a vice president of the bank, to give talks on a
number of occasions to grade schools and . high schools in the
metropolitan area, where my son is a student, and where the
teachers have asked me to come in and give a talk on businees
ethics and its relation to current issues facing the N n.

I find young people and students very interested "n business
leadership, in what David Rockefeller thinks about ethi , and a lot
of other topics. Thr teachers that I have talked to, and also the
principal at one of the grade schools that my youngster goes to in
h4ontgomery County, as well as a high school that another one of
my sons attends, would welcome very much the kind of thing that
Mary Aan Kirk was talking about, that is being studied after the

7 7
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Maryland Legislature palmed a bill to implement efforts along the
lines of strengthening ethical activities and curricula in our public
schools.

I found that the young people are very much interested in asking
questions about what business leaders.think about ethics, and they
are very satisfied when they get a straightfoward answer as to the
leadership that has been given, and what some of our business
leaders do think.

I might just add that Roscoe Drmnmond devoted a column to brie
of David Rockefeller's recent speeches on ethics, arvl former Sena-
tor Clifford Hansen put it in the Congressional Record a year or so
ago. In this column, Mr. Rockefeller is quoted as saying what the
four corner stones of our ethics code at the Chase Manhattan Bank
are, and I might just mention what they are because they are only
one sentence each.

FirstHonesty and candor in all activities; ,

SecondIntegrity in the use of cqrporate resourceir,'
ThirdAvoidance of conflicts of" ihtereat;
FourthFairness in dealingi with all.
We have had those principles throughout the history of the bank.

It is only in recent years that.iive have formalized them in a code of
ethics which a lot of other companies and trade associations have
been doiTiw

I think you raise an interesting question, and I think the broader
implication of the question you raise is, what are some in the
private sector, including business, doing in the way of speaking out
and offerin&leadership in these areas, and being willing to take on
Eiome of the tough questions that are related to the general field of
ethics.

I think the answer is an encouraging large number of them are
starting to speak out and taking ananterest in it. I think our young
people are very receptive to this.

Mr. GOODLING. It is interesting that you use David Rockefeller
because, of course, he was Michael Polante's favorite. After he got
finished dissecting him before that college audience, there was not
much left. Poor David, I could only make the comment the far left
says that he is the work of the devil, and the far right says that he
is the devil himself.

Mr. FRISBY.. I think he can speak for himself, I think1 his
record speaks for itself, but I think oftentimes, Rubli policy in the
Congress, and the majority of the public opinion Js some p

- between the far left and the far right. Oftentimes that is where
solution of many of our problems lies.

Mr. (kioinaNG. I did not want you to think that thOse were my
opinions of David Rockefeller. I happen to think that the family has
done very well by the American people. But I was merely giving you
Michael Pid.jainte's idea, who writes these textbooks, w goes

death That is the only point that I am trying to make. It epends
around spe k'ng to students all over this country. That Sea the to

on who presents the material to the young. ears that are sitting
before them, and how that is presented. There is just no way.111,t administrators can make sure of what is being said in that daltis-
room at any given time.
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Mr. FRISBY. Of conrse, there is no way to prevent it in the absence
of new curriculum or new activities in the arek of ethics. The
teachers, oftentimes, have a considerable latitude now to inject
their own .opinions, or say what they want. 4

I think you were out, or at least I am not sure that you were here
when this question mils railed a few minutes ago. But I think there
is a difference between teaching abiput honesty and ethics in the
context of the Golden le, and not lying, not cheating, not steal-
ing, things of that t , which I think there. is a very wide .

ment, ranging &sin e to xight, as to the desirability of the Gardeet
Rule and its social utilities. ,

It is pretty hard to pilk about honesty from a left wine or a right
wing, or even middle-of-the road point of view. I think that when
you get into more controversial areas that go beyond the basics that
we sre talking about, then you can have considerable controversy,
and it becomea More subjective and more difficult. .

So I think that thyare needs to be a distinction between teaching

ottier people, and telling the truth basic honesty, and the riArit
values and bending the twig, so to speak, in favor of having a

ficbweitzer definition, and some of 'the more controyersial areas
that may lie beyond that.

.

Mr. GOOMING. Two comments before I run to vote. No. 1, I have
sat before professors, I guess, gr. 90 credits, and I have a lot of people
who sat there with me who were not able to see through what they
were, proposing and what they were selling. That can become a very
detrimental thing. ,

Second, I find it very aifficult in the business of education to do
very much in the way of convincing young people that our way, Or
our proposals, or oue.ethics program, or whatever it may be, is
much better, when,,in fact,the home situation is such that it is in
totiil contradiction dowhatreAthink of in relationship to the Volden
Rule, or the Ten -tommandments.-,

If we could gei everyone to live by the Ten Commandments and
the Golden Rule, then we legislators could go home .and save the
country a heck of a lot of money. We would not need to be here to
legislate. The country would probably be better off, and we would
save a lot of money.

My only concern in this whole business is that when you get into
ethics education, who determines what., that isis it a Michael
Polante?and who teaches it.

I have had 23 years of first hand school experience. I suppose that
is what makes me a title itchy about turning things of this naeure
loose in classrooms. *

Now. I must run and vote.
Mr. FRISBY. Thank you.
1 Recess. J .

Chairman PERKINS Our next witness is M. Kristine McGough,
columnist for Social Education.

If you will come around, identify yourself and proceed.

:0
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STATEMENT OF KRISTINE McGOUGII, COLUMNIST, PARENTS'
PERSPECTIVE

. -

Ms. McGoucet. My name is Kristine Mc Gough. I am a wife,.
mother, and author of a column called "Parent's Perspective" in
Social Education, the journal for the National Council tor the
Social Studies.

I am a member of 'the National Committielor Citizens in Educa-
tion, and chairman of a local parents group "siich seeks to provide
more citizen input into public educatioft I am also a member of the
Maryland Values Education Commimion.

At this point. I would like to depart from my testimony to clear
up something. One of the .earlier witnesses said that they were
spking on behalf of the Maryland Values FAucation Commission.
Now, at this point, the commission is 24- mbers large. We have
had two meetinffs, and havejaken votes 'ng, and have not
discusted this bilt. So I warited to have t . c tear.

I am appearing today in the unenviable posi on of seeming to be
anti-citizenship and anti-ethics. '

My interest in education began five years ago when my child was
involved in a federally funded research project without my consent.
The school's defense of this introduced me to the concept of the
school as "surrogate parent," and plunged me into intensive
research.

Guidelines were eventually passed on the use of school children
as research subjects, but bjr that point I had become aware of an
educational. philosophy which dealt with the whole child.. As a
JanuarY 1969, issue of the. NEA Journal puts it "Schools are
becoming clinics whose purpose is, to provide individualized
psyeho-social treatment for the student, thus increasing his value
both.to himself and society."

Since those early days, my involvemea in education has been
major. I was a member of a panel which reviewed National Science
Foundation funded cucricula, the only lay participant at the
Wingapread conference on textbooks, a participant at the NIE con-
ference on curriculum development, and an HEW meeting with
Assistant Secretary Aaron concerning regulations for the protection
of human subjects.

I have been a speaker at national and state conventions of the
National Council for the Social Studies and training seasions for the
Law Education Project, in addition to awaking before parents
.uoups. I have also been published in the Washington Post anctthe
Baltimore Sun.

I bring this to your attention so that you will realize that my
interest in this subject is not merely cursory.

I think we are all aware of a moral crisis in our society. I think
the, question to he raised is. ;mill this bill help the situation?

First of all is the question of derinition. Although polls seem to
show parents want moral and values education in the schools, my
contacts with pa nts via my column lead me to believe that most
parents think onj in terms of their own value system being taught.

What does citI4nship mean? A reading of-Building Rationales
for Citizenship' reveals little agreement among educators on the
subject. Citizenship is a vague term. It ranges from paying one's
taxes to feeling good about one's self.

darnets 1 " Shaver Ed , Nodding Rationale* edizenfilop Education Bulletin 52. Neg.;
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Rationale% in this slim volume, speaks`about everything from the
citizen as boy scout to the citizen as political activist.

Is Congress concerned because students don't know who their
elected officials are? If so, we should be thinking in the more
specific terms of civics and government My daughter managed to
graduate from high school last year without either subject.

The term "ethics" really opens up a can of worms. Webster's
-defines it as a set of moral principles or values. This really becomes
quite sticky in a pluralistic society. Even the generally
Golden Rule has its problem. What I would not mind "beill:Att
unto me", might be very much resented by someone else. ,

I see little evidence of a consensus on definitions of values or
what constitutes a moral value. One author 2 places moral values on
a continuum, ranging from personal preferences to basic values,
with honesty ranked belows.cooperation on the scale.

This would like conflict with the relieous beliefs of some and
parents would be on the school door if it were presented
that way to their c d.

Another author discusses morality in terms of absoluteGod
derived--common--society derivedand radicalself-determined.

These questions are being debated at state and local levels now. It
*ems premature for the Federal government to get involved in it.
Education is inclined to be a victim of faddism. NThenever Federal
funds are available, people spring up to spend them, often on
projects which have not been well though-out

A panel report on the National Science Foundation,4 unread, I
fear, -by most Congressmen, tells of a curriculum which could lead
students to accept eugenics as a form of population control. This
shotild give every citizen cause to be concerned about Federal
funding.

It is important for the Committee to realize that there is already
a great deal of ethics teaching going on in our schools. Many
districts have incorporated the values clarification approach advo-
cated by Dr. Sidney Simon.

Simon is concerned with the process of valuing rather than the
values themselves. One strategy used is a game in which students,
supposedly in a life and death situation, are forced to eliminate
people based on their usefulness to society. Simon has been criti-
cized by some parents and educators as invading privacy 'and
fostering ethical relativism.

_There are parents fighting very hard to et guidelines ensuring
that their children will not be involved in values clarification,
without parental consent.

.-James P Shaver and William Strung. Faring Value Decisiona,.p 24
Allan S. Roberta, address delivered Aug 12, 107i1 at Macquar6 ttnivermity, Australia

' Panel Evaluatioe al 39 Ns-college Cerriculum Development h-earcts. Dec Pi 1.4 1175, NFIF, Ihrnetonate for
Salome Educetion, T 76-
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Another movement sweeping the country is Lawrence Kiahlberg's
Moral Education. This is based on the theory that people go through
various stages of moral development. Unfortunately, Kohlberg
seems to fbel that those who believe in an outside authority, for
example, God, are at "lower stage than his so-called autonomous
man.

Sinco he feels it is the school's function to move children through
the stages, I feel this conflicts with my parental right to direct the
moral upbringing of my child.

I recently atte ded the Great Lakes RegionConference on the
Social Studies. le there, I participated in three sessions on
ethics or valu education. One was a fairly cognitive approach

%WSW being used..in elective ethics course in a high school. Its purpose
was to get st ents to realize that there are moral dimensions to
almost eve issue.

The d was given by a professor who talked about parents
who "biainwashed" their children about religion, and was dis-
tressed that the Amish were given the right to educate their own
children. I will leave it to you to judge his bias.

A third sesttion involved a Title IV Diffusion Project called The
New Model Me. As a parent, it was chilling to hear a educator talk
about "plating around with values," "sneaking values into the
curriculum, and if all else fails, buying books which contain
"dynamite" stuff you can use the very next day.

No questions were raised about parents' rights, invasion if pri-
vacy, or possible psychological harm. Much of the focus, instead,
was on how ybu, too, can get hold of Federal funds to implement the
program

I think these three sessions point up the state of values eduication
today and the reason that %any parents are concerned, about
turning this function over to eie schools.

Edward Zigler, Sterling Professor of Psychology and Director of
the Bush Center of Child Development and Social Policy at Yale
University, in discussing moral training and values clarification,
expressed concerned about .parents who surrender their job 'to
teachers "who will enter this sensitive area armed with
prepackaged techniques bought in a kit." s

I feel that e of this bill will further this process and make
us more anti 118 Z: , as Christopher Lasch puts it, "the fatpily
besieged."

I hope that this brief overvieW will convince the Committee that
this apparently innocuous bill may have serious repercumions par-
ticularly as it is cui-rently worded. It could well be the carrot that
will cause local jutisdictions to leap into this area before consensus
is reached, and further the current split between' school and home.

There are many parents in the country who are trying very hard
to raise their children with an ethical sense. We ask that if the
school can do no good, it should at least -do no harm.

Current attempts of parents to raise their children in their value
system will be in jeopardy if Congress lends moral and financial
support to this movement. I hope the committee will look into the
complexities of the issue before acting

Twiny 4 (*Mkt Derrmteer 1'17K

8
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In the interest of time, I have attempted to keep my oral state-
ment brief. However, I feel it necessary to addross.lines 7, 8 and 9
on page 2 rot* the bill, which say: "The content and nature of such
instruction shall conform to general standards preircribed by such
State agencies."

My dealings in stucation have convinced me that there is a myth
that if money is approtwiated to state or local, governments, the
programa developed will somehbw reflect the community consensus.
Generally, this ii not the case. Education has become a lame
burea .and usually programs are a fait accompli before the
ave nevengetsagbanceto react to them.

An t article cal this topic appeated in the April: 1978,
issue o tion Digest, entitled .''Citizen Participation in
SchoOls," 'by Don Davies. It makes the point that even in federally
funded pw-ams, which mandate citizen titirticipation, Which this
bill makeryho provision for, such participation fas been, as Barbara
Jordan terms it. "a network of illusion."

The schools' involvement in the area of .ethiCal v.alues can be
explosive. I was a witness to a heated exchinge at the NIE Curricu-
lum Development Conference in November of 1976 between two

I well-kpown educators, Peter laoiv and Qouald . Barr. Qne took the
'-sttitude that the role of the school watt to promote &tub

the other felt there wilS arrogance in presuming to judge hich
long-accepted values should be chAnged and/ that parents . hive a
basic morl right to evaluate the' goodness ,of rtential change.

What sorhe things that education can do without intruding ori
le' right to privacy and freedom of zreligi6n?

nly, there should be an re-emphasis of .the study of our
-Gonsti ion and the principles on which our Nation is founded.

er would be incmawd community 'oupport for teachers who
ndixrds of behavior in the classroom.
ins to Me difficult to quarrel with n'Ttou shalt not steal

Johnny's pen4i1." For neither of these approichds do we require
Federal legislation or funding.

Although the intent of the proponents of this legislation is a good
one, I feel that this bill will further confuse an already complex
issue.

Chairman PERKINS. Ms. McGough, if I followed you Correctly, you
are stating that we are giving the State and local educational
authorities power that they do not now have, and that this author-
ity:rightfully 'belongs to the parents and not to the schools. Am I
correct in that assumption?

. Ms. McGouuti. Not really. The school system does havtka role in'
citizenship. I think some of the other witnesses have made the po
that in the old days we did teach citizenship in our school s ms.

Now, what I am concerned about it the fact that som of the
things that are occurring under the guise of citizerrhie uiation
today are really abuses.

Chairman PpixiNs. How do you feel they may be .ab
Ms. MCGolitin. Well. it currently is being ahused. For ample,

my child, under the guise of ethics, was involved in ctivity in
lbwhich they paired children of differfnt religi aiths and had
them discuss their religious hangups, and that was a quote frbm the s
teacher's guide and the material.

s
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They justify lifeboat games, survival games There people are
tossed out of the lifeboat wider the guise of ethukeducation and

4moral training.
" Many of the things which I write about in my column, and I will

be very glad to give the material to the committee, if they would
like, are cowing in under the.guise of "we are just teaching them to
be good citizens, to learn'to tnink for themselves."

I think one of the previous witnesses said something about "help
people to find their .own values system." This is being misinter-
preted, I think, on the local level.

Chat-man Pew:Ems. Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. 1hink there are two points that you raise in your

testimony that, of 4utse, are concerns of mine. You talked, firseof
all, about who 4ete ines what citizenship is, and then the diffar-
ent definitions of citizenship. I find that even more of a problem
when you define what ethics means 'and what ethics is.

lrding
the second part of your testimony on page 5 I have to

saleytrat what you are saying-here is true. I think of the business of
teaching reading without referring to iihonics at all, an era we went
through in education which was destructive in some cases, would
not have happened had there not kieen the carrot from the Federal
government.

I alai) think of modern math, whatever that may mean. It was
taught to youngsters who knew not what it was, parents who did
not underitarid it; and inf many instancestby teachers who really
were not properly trained to teach the program. Again, that was
another federally funded carrot that was tossed out, neither of
which would have come about, I don't believe, without some Federal
funding.

So I mist adrnit that on two areas of your teitimony, there is no
question that you raise some very valid concerns. I would ask ybu
one question.

Everyone who is here today testifying has a real concern about
what has happened in our country in relationsk4 to citizenship, in
relationship to ethics. What do you suggsst thAt we, as a Federal

--,Government, do, if anglylisng, to try to right what I think we all
itgree are serious prob in our present way of.life dealing with
respect to citizenship, ethics, family relationships, and so forth.

Ms. MCGOUGH. I am not applying for a grant, so I don't have any
quick and easy answers to. that. I would like to.comment on what
you said about somehow supporting 'the family structure. But again
I don't know whether that is something the Federal government has
to do.

FOr example, if at the present time my child goes to school,
happen to come from a religious framework, when we talk- about
ethics, I think in terms of moral values. When I think of moral
values, I come from a God given set of values. Other people, and we
ar1 pluralistic society, come from a different base. As a result, I
hap teach my children thal there is such a thing as subjective
morali y ['here are t.ertain things that are right, and certain things
that are wrong.

Quite frankly, I think-that many of the things that are currently
going on in the schools under the guise of ethics education are

s
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actually fostering the idea to the kids that there is no kit of moral
absolutes.

t When I attended that conference in Chicago of social studies
educators, and the one man who. obviously had an anti-religious
bias, and was trying to.push his program, it was one of the few
times I did see the educators get up in anns, and there was a battle
royal over the fact.between'those who came from a religious base,
whatever religion it was, and those who came from no religious
base.

Many of the curient techniques are actually forcing the kids to
question what is going orkt

I mentioned the questfon about rules of behaviorl I find very little
support for ea classroom teacher who really tnes td discipline
students. I find administrators do not support them. So, r think that
we, as a society, should start skiing that. .

I think, for example, drugs, so many of the problems in the
schools now are drug related, and yet we have gone through
orogram after program of drug education. I believe the Federal
government also got involved in that for a while, and there-were
Senate hearings on it. None of those programs have proven
effective:

My husband works with dtug addicts, so far we do not have an
effective prram: . What has been effective are school systems
*hich have 'cracked down" on drugs with firm disciplinary proce-
aures. Again, that is not something that the Federal government
has to get involved in.

Mr. COODLING. I have said over and oiler again, I have real
problems ,with our involvement, simply because of the several
things that you have mentioned in'you'r testimohy. It is difficult for
me to think of.all of the teachers that I have either supervised or
worked with, or taught with, and then think of them teaching
ethics or moral values. I would think that they would be in hot
water every aay, because I don't see how you could teach what you
yourself did not think and believe. I am sure that in any of these
instances that is exactly what they would have to do because they
would be prefiented with a program that Would be to teach.

Ms. McGouon. When they give the horrendoui statistics of how
many., people are living together without benefit of marriage, how
many people are drug libusers. Then to say, let's have the school
system do something about this horrendous mew. It is sad to say
that Very many of these people are some of the people who are in
the schools themsdives.

I mean my children, and I think everyone who has teenage
children can tell you which teacher is co-habitating with which
other teacher, and which teacher is into pot, and which one isn't. I,
quite frankly, am not ready to turn this over to the Reboots.
cMy concern is, basically, that it is going on already. We are

fighting it. There is a connty in Maryland, not mine unfortunately,
which has tried to put restrictions on this type of thing, at least
*ith the idea or parental' consent which is my concern.

I just feel like, my goodness, I am putting my finger in dikes.
Suddenly this Wonderful bill is going to come out with the moral
power of the Congreda behind it, and there we are going to be again.
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, We.in the hinte will be fighting it at the schoolhouse door.
Mr. GOODLINGA have to agree with you. thave two teenagers

*rho can tell me juatbout everything that every teacher does or

does not do. I must admit that I would be a little concerned 'about

what they might teach in an ethics. cam very cmcerned about

1, what they are teaching in the .S cdurse.

\ Ms. McGouom We had a survi In my daughter's Spaiiish

book, which she fbund. I don't but she found it. She
said, "Oh, guess what, Mom, here another one of those throw
them out of the lifeboat things!' N think that if the parents

even. have to review the foreign textbooks, we have real
problems.

Mr. GOOD13001. Let me say, Mr. Chairman, that we have to do
something about saving the fRmily in this country. I think that this

is our only hope, but I am not sure whether we cm legislate that or

not. We havegot to work in that on.

.
Chairman Pzaiums. Thank you ve much; Mr. Goodling.

This appears to be oqr last witness " i y, unless there is some-
body else in the audienbe who wants. make &statement. If not,
the committee actjourns subject to .. of the Chair. ;

.
[Whereupon, at 11:25 cm., the ... i, ii Itee adjourned, subject

to call of the Chair.]
[Additional material submitted for the record-foil
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The Memoblekeerl Merhise
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Don M. Chairman

May 7. 1979
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Mr. Carl Perkin.

Mere are some
right to priekicy
on the.study of
is founded, inc
goverment.

2 hey 7, 1.97,

educekion oan do without intruding on people's
freedom of religion. tbere should be a rowsphesiss

Conetitution and th. principles on whibb our nation
the coueept of popular sovereignty and-limited.

Regrithaly, all too meny etudeets graduate from high school with little
or no knowledge about the origimal concept of fedexeliam.- AM need .

stroeger and broadax support for teachers who set standard. Of behavior
amd conduct Le the.olneeroom. Am Mks. MOWnegh *toted, it is difficult
to quartal with °Thou shalt not steal Johmny's pencil." Unbelleve that
thee. ideas about good citinenehip and ethics cam be taught in our pdhlio
schoola without federal lagialation or funding.

=0:c9tr convenienoe, I am enclosing herewith a copy of Mrd. Weans
'a teatAncry.

Sincerely,

fitsah

enclosure
ccs The tonere-Ole William F. modling

Ranking Minority Member

89
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Honorable Carl D. Perkins, N. C.
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Education and Labe'r
Subcommitte on Elementary, Secondary

and Vocational Education
Room B-346C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Perkins;

1930 River Road
Jacksonvjlle,
32207
May 14. 1979 it

. In compliance with your letter of Hay 2, 1979, my stateMent is
as follows: .

It is my understanding that my good friend'. The Honorable Charles
E. Bennett, has introduced a bill that will encourage the teaching of .

citizenship and ethics in our public schools. I believe these subjects are
being taught in our public schools, a little more enctwagement in this
are won't hurt.

However, if you expect this effort to peverse the riiing rate of
Juyenije Crime, then I believe you'll be disappointed. If you are alarmed
and c ncerned over the kind of citizen Gur cultureis producing and wish to
reduce the number of culls, then we should consider the kind of seedi ue
ire sowing through ..our.excellent educatiocal system. .If we are to reap a
better AmerAcan Citizen, we have to sow better seeds. If ue woula like to
produce aore poeple like Geohe Washington, Abraham Lincoln, Thomas Jeffer-
soe, Sgt. Alvin York, or like my Mother, Rachel, one of the finest cooks
the world has ever known, then the same seeds that was sowd in their 1.ives
must be SOW in ours and in the lives of our nation's children. Of,cdUrse,
unique Ind various circumstances influenced and molded the lives of the

. best our culture has produced, but each one I've mentioned had tfie qne and

same supreme model amd example, Jesus Christ, and His teachings.

A In addition to giving encouragement and support to Mr. Bennett's
bill, I iould.like to recommend that specific legislation also be made to
encourage andsupport the objective teaching of Jesus Christ and His values

1, within the guidelines set by the Supreme Court in our public schools. In

due time, we shall see an increase in the number and an improvement in the
quality of good American citizens and a marked decrease in the maker .of
culis.

Jesus Christ and Hfs values.are taught in both the Old and New
Testament Scriptures. Unless the legislation you agree upon states cleirly
and specifically that the teaching of the Old and New Testament Scriptures
he taught as regiired subjects, by qualified and approved-teathers, and
within the guidiTines set by the U.S. Supreme Court in our public schools,
we shall not get the results we desire and hope for, which is an increase

in the numbr of _good and profitable citizens and a decrease in the number Of

9 0



Honorable Carl D..Parkins, N.C.
Hay 14, 1979 \
Page Two-

"..."eseJ

Let me share with you a quotation from Galatians 6:7 (Tha Living
Bible):

-"Don't be misled; remember that you can't
ignore God and get away with it: A man
will always reap just the kind of crop he.sows

9

Kindest .regards. -

41m-0#

e

SiUcerelyyours

4.01141121
Gabriel AbdulAah.
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May 9, 1979
.

The Honorable Chairman
Subcommittee '
Elementary, Secondry .nd Vocational Education
Rclom 11.346c
Rayb.urn Bailding
Nashingtonk D.C. 20,15

Dehr Sir:

e Citizenship ought to belong in the

ementary nd secondtiry public school

program, Ethics, which is the cori of

religion should have no nl-ce therein, and

tiler ore I strenuously nrotest

H R. 123

which It; a nr;ndorra box, onened up brings the

c9ntroversial "Sevtreltion of Church f,..nd State"

"alb he fore.

'Sin rely

KlarftS. Rrunner
og Columbf's Avenue
Kew Y9 k, N.Y. 10025



Chairman
Elementary, Secondary ana
Vocational Education /'
Subcommittee, Room 8-346c

Riybuzi Building
. .

Wathington, D. C. 20515

'Dear-Sir:

s,

P. 0. BoX 2131
So. Hackensack, H. J. 07606

I am writing to stateimy opposition to H.R.

123 which would provide grants to assist elementary And

secondary schools to carry on programs to teach the
c 4

principles of citizenship and ethics.

. I do not fpel that it should be necessary
(i

for the dongzess to.appropriate money for such programa.
4

I recall when I was in,;'techool (1936-1945) that principles

and ethics were incorporated in our daily coucaes. If a

teacher ip rtot capable of incorporating these 2 basics

:in the daily teaching rdutine, then that person_dees not

qua1if t be'a teadher in my opinion.

If the Congress has any extra mo:ney which it

doesn't know what to do with, may I suggest additional

allocations to Solar Energy research and tax incentives

for experimentation.

Thas* you for your consideration.

ift

Very truly yo


